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The investigation, reported in this report, was
undertaken to determine the structure of flow in the blade end
wall corner region. The region for the study was simulated by
attaching two uncambered airfoils on either side of a flat
plate with semicircular leading edge. The initial portion of
the flat plate was artificially roughened and free stream
turbulence of the order of 1% was introduced in the flow by
inserting a grid upstream of the flat plate.
The techniques used in the investigation included
flow visualization, static and total pressure measurements
with conventional probes, determination of mean velocity
profiles and six components of Reynolds stress tensor with
inclined single sensor hot wire probe and measurement of power
spectra with a single sensor hot wire probe. The measurements
were carried out at six axial stations along the corner and
four stations ahead of the leading edge of the airfoil. A
large number of data points were located very close to the
surfaces forming the corner at the six axial stations in the
corner region.
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Three streamwise vortices were identified based on
the surface streamlines, distortion of total pressure profiles
and variation of mean velocity components in the corner. A
horseshoe vortex forms near the leading edge of the airfoil.
Within a short distance downstream, a corner vortex was
detected between the horseshoe vortex and the surfaces forming
the corner. Another vortex forms at the rear portion of the
corner between the corner vortex and the surface of the flat
plate. In the rear portion, very close to the corner the rate
of production of streamwise vorticity due to inhomogeneous and
anisotropic turbulence was found to be of the same order of
magnitude as the net production due to stretching and skewing
of the mean vorticity components. The third vortex, therefore,
is the stress induced vortex.
Advection by the horseshoe vortex and the corner
vortex was found to create low turbulence intensity regions
near the surface of the flat plate in the close vicinity of
the corner. In this region, turbulent shear stress and
production of turbulence are negligibly small. A region of
negative turbulent shear stress was also observed near the
region of low turbulence intensity. The growth of stress
induced vortices remove the region of low turbulence intensity
regions from the vicinity of the flat plate surface.
The effect of the streamwise vorticity on the
iv
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turbulence structure was found to be opposite to that of the
curvature of the airfoil surface in the present investigation.
In the close vicinity of the corner the power spectra in the
wave number domain at different axial locations were found to
be identical even though the energy associated with different
frequencies were not the same.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
I.i Statement of the Proble_
Flow in the blade endwall corner region is a class
of slender three-dimensional shear flows, frequently
encountered in fluid dynamic engineering applications. This
type of flow is generated, when a boundary layer developed on
one body flows past another body attached to the surface of
the first body. Flow in the proximity of the junctions of
wing and fuselage, stabilizer and rudder, the hub and the tip
regions of turbomachinery rotors and stators and the roots of
fins in heat exchangers are few examples of this type of
flows.
Flow in the blade endwall corner region is different
from the type of corner flow occuring in noncircular ducts.
The difference between the above mentioned types of flows is
due to the variation in the nature of the secondary flows
generated. When a vortex sheet is deflected in its own plane,
due to pressure gradient or curvature of the streamlines,
streamwise vorticity is generated and the secondary flow
generated in this manner is known as "secondary flow of the
first kind" or "skew induced secondary flow" or "pressure
driven secondary flow". When the secondary flow is the result
of streamwise vorticity generated due to the lateral gradient
of Reynolds stress in an anisotropic and inhomogeneous
turbulent flow it is known as "secondary flow of the second
kind" or "stress induced secondary flow".
In the blade endwall corner region, where the
boundary layer developing on the wall encounters the leading
edge of the blade, a horseshoe shaped vortex is formed. Two
legs of this horseshoe vortex are wrapped around the blade. A
separation point known as "saddle point" is formed ahead of
the leading edge. Two curved "separation lines" start from
this point and go around either side of the blade. Depending
on the shape of the blade, acceleration or deceleration of the
flow will either intensify or attenuate the secondary flow due
to the horseshoe vortex. The effect of Reynolds stress on the
horseshoe vortex is to diffuse it. The turbulence in the
corner region is highly anisotropic and inhomogeneous and
leads to the generation of stress induced secondary flow. As
the flow proceeds along the corner, it is natural to expect
that the strength of skew induced secondary flow will diminish
(if the corner does not have large streamwise curvature) and
the stress induced secondary flow will predominate.
in a cascade of airfoils two legs of a horseshoe
vortex, generated near the leading edge of the airfoil, pass
through adjacent flow passages. The leg of the horseshoe
vortex passing along the pressure side is reinforced and the
leg along the suction side is weakened by the secondary flow
inside the wall boundary layer from the pressure side to the
suction side due to the pressure gradient between the suction
and the pressure surfaces in the blade passage (Binder and
Romey [2]). The pressure side leg of the horseshoe vortex,
thus reinforced, becomes a part of the "passage vortex" and
the suction side leg is named as the "counter vortex"
(Langston [37]). The passage vortex discharges from the
trailing edge of the blade row, whereas the counter vortex
which is much weaker may dissipate within the passage because
of viscous effect. The passage vortex leads to additional
losses by sweeping the wall boundary layer to the vulnerable
suction surface and may ultimately cause corner stall. In a
turbine rotor the trend in the radial flow is inward towards
the hub. Therefore, it is very likely that the horseshoe
vortex will be driven towards the hub wall. This phenomenon
may influence corner stall in the turbine rotor passage. On
the other hand, in a compressor rotor the trend in the radial
flow is towards the tip, therefore the vortex may weakly
influence the stall near the hub but its influence on the flow
near the tip may be strong.
Calculations on the wall bounday layers in a
cascade, assuming no further losses and using small deflection
theory, lead to outlet flow pattern similar to those
experimentally observed but provide much lower level of
losses. The effect of removal of the upstream boundary layer
also contributes to the reduction of loss. Experiments with
inlet shear layers similar to the boundary layers passing
through cascades with no actual walls inside the cascades,
also produced very small pressure losses (Dunham [ii]) . At
the same time a substantial portion of the losses in
compressors and turbines are due to the secondary flows.
Contribution of the mainstream secondary flow loss to the
total secondary flow losses is relatively small
(Lakshminarayana and Horlock [34]). Therefore, it is logical
to assume that the major contribution to the secondary flow
losses is due to the interaction between the wall boundary
layer with the blade rows in the corner region.
From the above observations, it is apparent that
more study of the flow in the blade endwall corner region is
required to understand the mechanism of secondary flow losses
in the turbomachines. The heat transfer from the roots of the
fins and the roots of the turbine blades and the size of the
fillets required in these locations can be predicted more
accurately if the knowledge of the flow in these regions is
advanced. The inception of cavitation depends on the presence
of the vortices in the critical regions, thus the study of the
flow in the blade endwall corner region is required to provide
information for the prediction of inception of cavitation at
the inner walls of rotors used in a liquid medium.
Unfortunately, not many investigations were carried
out in the past on the blade endwall corner region, although
extensive investigations have been reported related to the
flow in streamwise corners and in noncircular ducts. Few
investigations of the three-dimensional flow near the leading
edge of cylindrical surfaces mounted over flat surfaces are
also reported. Most of the studies related to the endwall
boundary layer losses in turbomachinery involve too many
variables and are of little use for modeling a flow other than
the particular flow geometry investigated. The investigations
of Kubendran [33], Oguz [51], Shabaka [60],Stanbrook [63] and
Vasant Ram [66] are the closest to the type of flow in the
blade endwall corner region. The models of the blades in these
studies generally consisted of two flat surfaces joined by a
cylindrical or elliptical leading edge. Nevertheless these
investigations provided useful informations towards
understanding this complex fluid flow phenomena.
1.2 Analytical Insimht to Secondary Flow in Blade
Endwall Corner
The flow field in a steady incompressible flow is
represented by the continuity and the Navier-Stokes equations
given below in Cartesian tensorial notations:
Ui, i = 0 (I.i)
U i Ui, j = - P,i/p + V Ui, jj (I .2)
In the streamwise coordinates, the component of
velocity along the streamwise direction is known as the
primary velocity component. The components in the plane
normal to the streamwise direction are known as the secondary
velocity components. The flow in the blade endwall corner
region falls in the class of flows known as "slender shear
layers" In slender shear layers the secondary velocity
components are an order of magnitude smaller than the primary
velocity components and if they are the results of streamwise
vorticity, it is convenient to replace the Navier-Stokes
equations for the transverse components by the streamwise
vorticity equation.
The vorticity equation is obtained by taking "curl"
of the Navier-Stokes equation. The instantaneous vorticity can
be decomposed, using Reynolds decomposition,
vorticity (_i) and vorticity fluctuation (_i) •
averaged equation for _i
into mean
The time
(Tennekes and Lumley [64]) fs
written as follows:
where,
Uj _i, j = -uj _oi, j + _j-----sij
_i = Eijk Uk, j
_JJ_ "'r J
Sij
sij
= {Ui, j+ Uj,i }/2
= {u i, j+ uj,i}/2
+ _j Sij + V hi, jj (1.3)
In a slender shear layer, with X direction as the
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streamwise direction, the transverse velocity components V and
are an order of magnitude smaller than the streamwise
component U (V~W<U)• The gradients of U in the Y and Z
directions are of the same order of magnitude, but the
gradients of the streamwise mean velocity components in the X
direction are negligibly small (_U/_Z-_U/_Y>>_U/_X). If all
the six components of Reynolds stress tensor are of the same
order of magnitude, the equation (1.3) reduces to the
following form (Bradshaw, Cebeci and Whitelaw [4]) :
_x/_X + V _x/_Y + w _x/_Z
= _x _u/_x + _y _u/_Y + _z _U/_z
+(_2/_y2 + _2/_z2 ) (__-_) + (_2/_x_z) (_2__2)
+ v _725x (1.4)
The first term on the right hand side of equation
(1.4) represents stretching or compression of existing
streamwise vortex. The second and the third terms represent
skewing of the transverse components of vorticity giving rise
to streamwise component. These three terms represent the skew
induced secondary flow or Prandtl's secondary flow of the
first kind. Next two terms are responsible for the stress
induced secondary flow or Prandtl's secondary flow of the
second kind and the last term represents the diffusion of
existing vorticity due to viscosity (Bradshaw et. al. [4]).
In the boundary layer, far upstream of the airfoil,
vorticity component _y is present as shown in Fig.only one
I.I. As soon as the presence of the airfoil leading edge is
felt, the vortex tube is skewed and it gives rise to the
streamwise component _x" This action is represented by the
second term on the right hand side of equation (1.4). The
third term occurs when the flow encounters the surface of the
airfoil. Away from the corner the vortex tubes in the
boundary layer on the airfoil will have only _z component.
In the corner near the flat plate these vortex tubes will be
strongly distorted by the velocity gradients _U/_Y and _U/_Z.
If the streamwise vorticity, thus produced, encounters an
accelerating flow the vorticity intensifies and if it
encounters a decelerating flow downstream it will attenuate
(vortex stretching phenomena), this action is represented by
the first term on the right hand side of the equation.
The fourth and the fifth terms on the right hand
side of equation (1.4) collectively represent the total effect
of the time averaged transport of the vorticity fluctuations
and gain or loss of mean vorticity caused by the fluctuating
fluctuations. To produce stress induced secondary flow it is
necessary that the anisotropic turbulence be inhomogeneous.
These conditions are satisfied in the streamwise corner. In
the corner, as one moves from one wall to the other the sense
of the vorticity production terms due to the turbulence
8
alters, that is, the directions of vorticity are in the
opposite directions near the two walls for the stress induced
vorticity. This phenomena lead to the formation of a pair of
contra-rotating vortices.
In case of slender shear layers the continuity and
the Navier-Stokes equations contain nine unknowns.
Alternatively, if continuity, X direction momentum and X
direction vorticity equations are considered, eight unknowns
are involved assuming pressure to be a known function of the
streamwise direction X. The pressure can be evaluated from
inviscid flow consideration (Gessner and Emery [16]).
Therefore, additional relationships among the variables are
required for the purpose of analysis.
In order to generate appropriate Reynolds stress
model to solve the problem analytically or numerically and to
verify the assumptions used in arriving at equation (1.4), it
is clear that an accurate measurement of the complete flow
field is required. The individual terms in the momentum and
the vorticity equations could be evaluated based on these
measurements.
1.3 Objectives of the Present Investiaation
The experimental investigation was undertaken to
study the flow field in the corner region formed by attaching
an airfoil with its span normal to a flat plate. The specific
9
objectives of the investigation were:
(a) To carry out flow visualization to establish
different regions of interest and to understand overall mean
flow structure present in the corner region.
(b) To survey the blade endwall corner region for
the total and the static pressure variations and examine the
pressure profiles to detect flow distortions due to the
presence of vortices.
(c) To measure the components of mean velocity in
the corner region and compare the results with the total and
the static pressure surveys.
(d) To measure the Reynolds stress tensor in the
blade endwall corner region and study the evolving turbulence
characteristics along the corner.
(e) To measure the turbulence spectra in the blade
endwall corner region and study the effect of the flow on the
structural changes of the eddies.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE SURVEY AND PRESENT STATE OF KNOWLEDGE
The existing literature on corner flows can be
divided into two primary groups; laminar and turbulent corner
flows. These two groups can be further subdivided into
several cases of practical importance to turbomachinery as
follows:
(a) Boundary layer starts at the same axial
position on the surfaces of both the bodies and,
(i) surfaces of both the bodies are flat
(ii) surface of one body is flat and the
surface of the second body is cambered.
(b) Boundary layer developed on the surface of one
body is intercepted by the second body and,
(i) surfaces of both the bodies are flat
(ii) surface of the body with the initial
boundary layer is flat and the surface of the
intercepting body is cambered.
These two subgroups of interest are schematically
shown in Fig.2.1 and Fig.2.2.
In case of subgroup (a), when both the shear layers
start at the same axial position as in the case of flow
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through ducts, the isovels (lines joining equal velocity
points) in the initial laminar portion bulge away from the
corner as shown in Fig.2.3. However, after the flow becomes
turbulent the bulge in the isovels points towards the corner
as shown in Fig.2.4. This is due to the anisotropy and
inhomogeneity in Reynolds stresses which produces streamwise
vorticity in such a manner that a pair of counter rotating
vortices across the corner bisector is developed.
In case of subgroup (b), the horseshoe vortex
produced near the leading edge will dominate the initial
portion of the flow. Further downstream the action of
Reynolds stresses and deceleration will diffuse the horseshoe
vortex and stress induced secondary flow will start
developing. The shape of the leading edge has strong influence
on the horseshoe vortex and its development along the corner
is dependent on the streamwise curvature of the corner.
2.1 Boundary Layers Start at the Same Axial Position on
the Surface of Both the Bodie_
2.1.1 Laminar Corner Flows
An extensive literature review of corner flows was
carried out by Shabaka [60]. Early theoretical works on
corner flow were based essentially on Blasius solution
modified for the effect of the perpendicular wall. These
13
solutions were in error because the effect of streamwise
vorticity was either not considered or only minor
modifications were made.
Rubin [57] divided the corner into four distinct
regions and asymptotic boundary conditions couple the
equations governing different regions. A second order
perturbation term was retained to account for cross flow.
The cross flow, in this case was due to mutual interaction of
the two boundary layers. These equations were solved
numerically by Pal and Rubin [52] and Rubin and Grossman [58].
Two possible cross flow patterns were predicted; (i) the
secondary flow is towards the corner along the walls and away
from the corner along the corner bisector and (ii) the
secondary flow towards the corner along the corner bisector
and away from the corner along the walls.
Zamir [73] formulated the governing equations for
corner flow using curvilinear coordinate system coinciding
with the flow geometry, that is, along the corner, tangential
to the isovels and normal to the isovels. The difficulty
involved in numerical solution for this case is that the
................_ _ oi_ _u_ _ a _lose guess to the flow
geometry. By proper choice of similarity variable, these
equations were reduced to a single ordinary differential
equation for the case of a straight corner. Zamir [71,72]
solved this equation numerically in the plane of symmetry for
14
flow with favorable pressure gradient in a 90" corner. He
reported that the streamwise velocity profile on the plane of
symmetry is always of separation type with the velocity
gradient zero at the corner. With favorable pressure gradient
(negative gradient) the secondary flow on the plane of
symmetry points away from the corner, but as the pressure
gradient approaches zero the secondary flow on the plane of
symmetry points towards the corner.
Ghia and Davies [19] assumed that for corner flow,
the displacement of the incompressible potential flow is due
to the displacement effect of the boundary layer on the flat
plates forming the corner. Prandtl-Glauert similarity rule
for compressible subsonic and linearized aerofoil theory for
supersonic flow were used. The authors pointed out that the
cross flow velocity persists even at the infinity because
Cartesian coordinate system is not appropriate coordinate
system for this type of flow. Ghia [18] tried to correct the
deficiency by adopting a suitable formulation such that the
asymptotic solution is true at infinity. Numerical solution
of the governing equations agreed well with the solution given
by Rubin and Grossman [58] except very close to the corner
where Ghia [18] found that the secondary flow is directed
towards the corner in the plane of symmetry.
Obtaining a thick laminar corner flow, where
meaningful measurements can be made with conventional probes,
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is difficult. Due to this reason very few experimental
investigations are reported for the laminar case. Detailed
measurements in laminar corner flow are reported by Zamir and
Young [74]. Investigations were carried out in a corner
formed by two plates at right angle. The leading edges of the
plates were streamline shaped. Wall static pressures were
obtained from two rows of holes on the plates running along
the corner and velocity profiles were measured with hot wire
anemometry. These measurements combined with flow
visualization showed that in case of laminar corner flow,
secondary flow is towards the corner along the surfaces and
away from the corner along the corner bisector. This flow
situation gives rise to an isovel pattern bulging away from
the corner. The bulge in isovels progressively increase with
distance away from the leading edge till the transition takes
place. Expected zero skin friction at the corner was not
observed due to the practical difficulty in measuring the
velocity very near the surface. The boundary layer thickness
measured along the corner bisector was of the order of two
dimensional boundary layer thickness as predicted by Ghia
[Z8] .
_=_y _ [I] investigation at a 135 corner with
sharp leading edge showed distortions similar to those
reported by Zamir and Young [74] but of less severity.
However, he found that these distortions were damped at
sections away from the leading edge. This difference is
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supposedly due to the difference in the leading edge shape in
the two cases. Carrier's [7] solution seems to have provided
good agreement with the flow in 135" corner although the
velocity profile away from the corner suggests existence of
slightly favorable pressure gradients.
Zamir and Young [75] found that the shape of the
leading edge critically effects the stability of laminar
corner flow. Small variations in flow directions, inherently
present in the wind tunnels, lead to formation of separation
bubbles at the sharp leading edges. If formed, this
separation bubble will increase tendency to instability.
Favorable pressure gradients help to reduce tendency to
instability. It was pointed out that under these
circumstances it is unrealistic to expect that the results
experimentally obtained using sharp leading edge can be
compared with the predictions from theoretical investigations
of laminar flow.
2.1.2 Turbulent Corner Flows
The early theoretical work on turbulent corner flow
was carried out based on momentum integral solution, assuming
nth power law profile for streamwise velocity. Zamir and
Young [74], based on the evidence of distortion of primary
velocity field and surface flow visualization, reported that
after transition from laminar to turbulent flow the rotation
17
vector of the secondary flow changes its direction. Along the
bisector the flow is towards the corner, and along the wall
the flow is away from the corner. Since the flow near the
corner should be similar to the flow at the corner of ducts,
the distortion of isovels could be explained by the findings
of Brundrett and Baines [6] in case of non-circular ducts. In
the corner, they found strong evidence of a pair of vortices
rotating in the opposite directions on either side of the
corner bisector. Eichelbrenner and Preston [14] reported the
measurements of static pressure taken in a turbulent corner
flow. They argued that in the entrance region of a square
duct, along each wall, there will be more than two vortices
but ultimately when the flow becomes fully developed the
progressive collapse of the weak vortices near the center line
of the walls, will leave only eight vortices in the whole flow
region. The appearance of the vortices is the result of the
production of streamwise vorticity caused by the anisotropic
and inhomogeneous distribution of Reynolds stresses.
Bragg [5] used similarity analysis and obtained a
series of correlations which described the flow for the narrow
range of Reynolds numbers for which experimental data were
available. Momentum integral methods were difficult to employ
because of the form of the terms which must be measured. He
surveyed the streamwise mean and turbulent velocities using
pitot and single sensor hotwire probes. The wall shear
stresses were evaluated from Preston tube measurements in a
18
90" corner. Although the existence of the secondary flows was
clearly indicated by the distortion of isovels, the secondary
flows were not investigated by Bragg due to the complications
involved. The correlations derived are valid only for limited
Reynolds numbers. More data is needed to justify the use of
the correlations developed by Bragg at various other Reynolds
numbers.
Perkins [55] examined the terms in the streamwise
vorticity equation in the flow along a right angle corner.
Perkins showed that the method used by Brundrett and Baines
[6] gives excessive errors. He, therefore, employed cross hot
wires for the measurements. The Reynolds stress components
were found to behave in the same manner as those in the corner
of a square duct with fully developed turbulent flow. But the
magnitudes of these stresses were slightly lower than those
found in duct flow. The production of streamwise vorticity
due to the gradient of secondary shear stress (-pv-w) and
anisotropy in transverse normal stress (_2_ pw2) were found
to be the same order of magnitude in both cases. However, he
did not succeed in separately computing these values with any
degree of confidence.
Launder and Ying [41] investigated fully developed
turbulent flow in square ducts of varied levels of
roughnesses. From these experiments it emerged that the
proper normalizing velocity for stress induced secondary flow
19
is the average friction velocity. Therefore, it is logical to
expect that for slowly developing corner flow proper
normalizing velocity for secondary flow velocity should also
be some kind of friction velocity.
Gessner and Emery [15] proposed a model for Reynolds
strsses for turbulent corner flow consistent with Hanjalic and
Launder's [25] formulation. Two constants and a length scale
needed to be properly selected for using this model in any
particular flow situation. These constants and the length
scale at a point in the flow related Reynolds stresses to the
mean velocity gradients at that point. Gessner and Po [17]
used this model to predict the Reynolds stress tensor at the
corner of fully developed duct flow. However, a damping
factor is required to represent the stresses in the vicinity
of the walls and the damping factor model for developing flows
could not be derived from this investigation.
Shafir and Rubin [61] carried out theoretical
analysis using a two dimensional stream function. They showed
that there exists an adverse pressure gradient in transverse
direction, which reduces after transition from laminar to
turbulent flow and leading to the change in the direction of
secondary flow. This analysis also suffers from the lack of
closure model for Reynolds stress in the corner flow.
Gessner and Emery [16] proposed a length scale model
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for developing flow in a rectangular duct. A damping factor
is needed to be known for the near wall calculations. In
addition to this, the model can not predict the difference in
normal Reynolds stresses in transverse direction with accuracy
near the corner. The authors pointed out that it is due to
the fact that nearwall pressure strain effect is not
introduced in the formulation and a nearwall pressure strain
model will be too complicated to introduce in this case.
Gurevich [22] conducted an order of magnitude
analysis of flow near a corner formed by a flat plate and
concave cylindrical surface. He derived the equation for flow
in the corner region in cylindrical coordinate system. One
imporant feature of these equations is that they do not
contain derivative with respect to the streamwise direction.
The equations are valid for a curved surface with large radius
of curvature and the influence of streamwise variation of flow
field is negligible on secondary flow.
Mikhail and Ghia [44] analyzed compressible
turbulent corner flow. They showed a marked influence of mass
transfer on laminar corner flow. However, they found the
influence to be weak on turbulent corner flow. For asymptotic
corner region, anisotropy in turbulent modeling did not show
appreciable difference. Calculation by Nakayama et al. [50]
reinforced the findings that Launder and Ying's model is
adequate for prediction of mean flow field but can not predict
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the turbulence quantities and friction coefficients even for
fully developed turbulent duct flows.
2.2 Boundary Layer Developed on the Surface of One Body
is Intercepted by the Second Body
This class of corner flow is dominated by skew
induced secondary flow. Due to the complexity of the problem,
very little theoretical investigation has been carried out on
this type of flow. The studies on this type of flow are
further subdivided into two groups:
(i) A cascade of bodies (blades, vanes)
intercepting the incoming boundary layer as occurs
in turbomachines,
(ii) Only one body intercepting the incoming
boundary layer and the effect due to adjacent bodies
(blades, vanes) in the cascade are negligible.
2.2.1
A Cascade of Bodies Intercepting the Incoming
Boundary Layer
A comprehensive study of secondary flows in
turbomachinery cascade was first carried out by Herzig and
Hansen [26]. These studies provided detailed qualitative
description of flow in turbomachinery stators. The relative
movement of the rotor tip and the endwall was simulated by
using a belt moving near the tip of a linear cascade. This
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type of simulation could not generate the centrifugal and the
Coriolis forces which exist in turbomachinery rotors.
However, if the effect of these forces on the vortices are
negligible the vortices will have shapes similar to those
reported by Herzig and Hansen [26]. The passage vortex inside
the cascade bends towards the suction surface due to the
pressure gradient in the wall boundary layer. At the same
time the passage vortex moves away from the wall into the free
stream and ultimately exits from the trailing edge near the
suction surface of the adjacent blade in the cascade. During
this process the passage vortex ingests low stagnation
pressure fluid and results in a high loss core. Accumulation
of low energy fluid near the suction surface leads to more
pressure loss due to excessive flow disturbance on the already
vulnerable suction surface. Another characteristic of the
passage vortex is that it resists turning, due to which it may
ricochet off the lifting surfaces downstream leading to flow
separation in those regions and thereby more loss. Apart from
the passage vortex, in the unshrouded rotors, there are
scrapping vortex and tip clearance flow. Interaction of all
these secondary flows are very complex in nature.
In his review paper Sieverding [62] pointed out that
two separation lines may generate ahead of the leading edge
from two saddle points and more experimental investigation is
required to determine the variation of distance between these
two separation lines with flow parameters. The existence of a
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corner vortex in the suction side and endwall corner was also
pointed out in this paper. The corner vortex may form in the
corner between the solid surfaces and passage vortex and may
rotate in the opposite sense. It was also mentioned that
because of its small size the corner vortex is difficult to
visualize but the evidence of the presence of this vortex is
felt in the spanwise angle distribution behind highly loaded
cascades by a characteristic reduction of the over-turning
near the endwall.
Dunham [Ii] presented a review of methods used to
calculate secondary losses in turbomachinery cascades. The
methods make use of fluid dynamic and geometric parameters of
the machines. Dring [9] used momentum integral method for
known profile shapes. His results were found to be comparable
with experimental observations on endwall flow visualization
results in turbine cascades. The method used by Dring [9] can
be used for the prediction of losses in highly favorable
pressure gradient endwall flows.
Langston, Nice and Hooper [39] took measurements in
a turbine cascade to study the three dimensional nature of the
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boundary layer is thin compared to inlet wall boundary layer.
The leg of the horseshoe vortex in the pressure side moves
away and encounters the suction surface. Most of the loss due
to the secondary flow is associated with this leg. The other
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leg moves along the suction surface and the loss associated
with this leg is small. The inviscid core of the blade
passage is also found to be skewed by the passage vortex as it
flows downstream. Increase in passage vortex size leads to
suction side flow separation and thereby loss of lift. The
local film cooling effectiveness on linear gas turbine cascade
was reported by Goldstein and Chen [20]. They observed that
on the concave surface there is not much change in the
effectiveness near the endwall although slight improvement was
noticed. The region on the suction surface, which was swept
by the passage vortex, as observed from flow visualization
study, was not protected by film cooling. Away from this
region effectiveness was redistributed by skewing of the
cooling jets.
Railly and Sharma [56], in their momentum equation,
introduced gradient of apparent stresses to take care of the
three dimensional nature of the flow in the blade endwall
region. This introduction could not compensate for tip
clearance effect. Therefore, their prediction method can be
used only for stator rows of turbomachinery. Investigations
carried out by Papailiou, Flot and Mathieu [54] show that the
three dimensional nature of the endwall flow is not yet well
understood and therefore, it is not possible to achieve
closure for the momentum integral equation without
experimental verification.
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Flow visualization and 5-hole probe survey carried
out by Marchal and Sieverding [43] supports the phenomenon
observed by Herzig and Hansen [26]. Laser light sheet
technique used by Marchal and Sieverding [43] for flow
visualization was successful in showing clearly the positions
of the vortices in the flow passage at different axial
locations. It was found that no significant loss is
associated with the movement of the wall boundary layer by
the passage vortex. However, interaction of the secondary
flow with the boundary layer of the blade suction side rsults
in a rapid increase in loss. The effect of incoming boundary
layer thickness was found to be negligible compared to the
interaction between the secondary flow and blade suction side
boundary layer and increase in blade loading.
Measurements near the endwall of a turbine cascade
were taken by Langston [37]. He analyzed the flow using cross
flow boundary layer approach. He found that cross flow near
the pressure side of the passage is small whereas cross flow
near the suction side of the passage is large. Near the wall,
the layer affected by viscous forces were also found to be
very thin and cross flow in this layer had the highest value.
satisfactory to correlate qualitatively the behavior of the
endwall cross flow. Binder and Romey [2] detected mixing loss
even beyond three chord length downstream of the trailing
edge, indicating presence of vortices even in those sections.
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Lakshminarayana and Sitaram [36] presented
measurements taken in compressor inlet guide vane (I.G.V.)
passage. They found that large cross flow in the passage
develops from about 80% of the chord length from the entrance
and wall boundary layer becomes thick near the suction side
and thin near the pressure side. In this region streamwise
velocity profile can be given by logarithemic and power law.
However, cross flow profile can not be represented by
logarithmic and power laws. A small region near the edge of
the boundary layer showed underturning, whereas near the
endwall the flow was overturned. Rapid increase in momentum
and displacement thickness was observed after the mid chord.
Lasser and Rouleau [40] used laser-Doppler
anemometer to measure flow field in a turbine cascade with
large flow turning. Secondary flow velocities were found to
be as large as 35% Of streamwise velocity. The large
velocities clearly indicate that commonly used perturbation
method can not be used in analyzing such flows. The presence
of vorticity and generation of secondary flow in the blade
passage strongly influence the wake and the flow field
downstream of the trailing edge. Hah [23] presented a
numerical scheme which predicted the streamwise velocity
porfile as found by Langston et al. [39]. However, he could
not predict secondary flow velocity and loss in large part of
the flow field. Moore and Ransmayr [45] and Moore and Smith
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[46] confirmed that high loss core, in a turbine cascade near
the trailing edge, is present not near the endwall but near
the midspan. The leading edge shape does not have any
detectable effect on the passage vortex.
Investigations of flow near the tip of rotors are
reported by Lakshminarayana and Pandya [35], Pandya and
Lakshminarayana [53] and Hunter and Cumpsty [31] . These
studies indicate that influence of leakage flow is
overwhelmingly large in the tip regions compared with the
other secondary flow effects. Wagner et al. [68,69] reported
the investigations carried out in the downstream of an
isolated compressor rotor with a thick boundary layer.
Results were similar to those reported by Dring et al. [I0]
with thin boundary layer, where they did not find any evidence
of the horseshoe vortex. At low flow coefficients, the hub
corner stall on the suction side of the blade was observed to
be the major loss producing mechanism. From the radial and the
secondary flow directions and from the distortion of the
constant total pressure profiles it appears that there might
have been two very weak vortices near the tip. Hunter [30]
also reported the accumulation of low energy fluid between the
_u_ _u_face and the suction surface of cuzuine blades, in
case of the rotor, the high loss core is shifted slightly
outwards. However, near the tip of the rotor this high loss
accumulation was not observed.
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2.2.2 One Body Intercepting the Incoming Boundary Layer
The study of flow at the junction of a flat plate
and a cylinder was reported by Vasant Ram [67]. This work was
extended by him [66] where two flat surfaces were added on
either side of the cylinder to form a wedge with round leading
edge simulating a symmetrical airfoil. East and Hoxey [12,13]
conducted flow visualization and pressure measurements near
the leading edge of a simplified wing body junction and
collected data to improve integral calculation method. Hsing
and Teng [29], in their experimental investigation, used a
model similar to that of East and Hoxey [12,13]. These
studies were also confined near the leading edge of the model
and provide data for the initial development of the horseshoe
vortex. The mean velocity profile reported to follow
wall-wake law in the attached flow region, though the
constants involved were different. The mixing length was found
to vary with pressure gradient and streamline curvature. It
was reported that the turbulent stress distributions are
similar to those in two dimensional case but the positions and
the magnitudes of the peak values are dependent on the
streamline curvature and the pressure gradient. The
variations were found to be similar in both incompressible and
high subsonic cases. Sepri [59], Chu and Young [8] and Young
[70] reported investigations carried out in a simplified wing
body junction. Flow visualization studies showed that
formation of one or more vortices depend on Reynolds number.
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Mean values of the three velocity components along with static
pressure were measured using a five hole yaw probe near the
corner. These measurements were verified using hot wire probe
measurements. Stanbrook [63] studied the effect of nose and
leading edge shape of the wings in the flow in the wing body
junction at subsonic and supersonic free stream velocities.
Han et al. [24] studied the effect of horseshoe vortex on the
heat transfer from a circular cylinder. The overall heat
transfer from the cylinder near the endwall was more due to
the horseshoe vortex. However, heat transfer does not
increase monotonously with the boundary layer thickness. More
understanding of the interaction between the horseshoe vortex
and the flow in the separated region is required to explain
the circumferential variation of the heat transfer rate in
this region.
Shabaka [60] conducted extensive experimental
investigations at the corner of an ideal wing body junction
formed by a flat plate and a plate with half elliptic leading
edge. He measured the distribution of wall static pressure
and the shear stresses on both the surfaces. He also measured
mean velocity distribution in the corner region. From the
measurements and subsequent analysis it was concluded that
eddy viscosity and mixing length models are not suitable for
the flow in the wing body corners where asymmetrical boundary
layers interact. He found that the secondary flow in this
case was of skew induced type and there was no evidence of the
double vortex pair, characteristic of stress induced secondary
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flow. However, it was concluded that the strength of the
horseshoe vortex reduces rapidly in the downstream direction
due to the diffusive action of the Reynolds stress. The
regions of negative shear stress were also found in the
corner. The turbulent kinetic energy advection was found to
be enhanced by the presence of the secondary flow.
Oguz [51] and Kubendran [33] measured the flow
fields in the junctions formed by a flat plate and constant
thickness bodies with semi-elliptic leading edges. Oguz [51]
found that the effective core of the horseshoe vortex moves
closer to the body if the upstream boundary layer thickness is
reduced. It was also reported that beyond four undisturbed
boundary layer thickness in the transverse direction, the
effect of the corner was not felt. Kubendran [33] reported
that the strength of the secondary flow vortex increased when
the body leading edge was made more blunt. The magnitude and
the distribution of the turbulent quantities inside the
horseshoe vortex were modified by the vortex. But in the flow
region outside the horseshoe vortex the modification was not
significant.
Manor [42] studied the effect of yaw and pitch on
the stability of a double delta wing aircraft at subsonic
speed. Thomson [65] developed analytical method to design
wing body configuration such that steep pressure gradients can
be avoided. Hornung and Joubert [28] investigated the flow
near the upstream side of the region formed by a cylinder on a
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flat plate. Murray [49] developed numerical techniques
involving successive applications of coordinate
transformations involving complex analytic functions to
analyse flow in the wing body junction.
Gorski et al. [21] reported the development of a
space marching technique to solve the Navier-Stokes equation
in the corner. The secondary flow velocities were calculated
in the corner of a simplified wing body junction using k - E
model. These results were compared with Shabaka's [60] data
and found to be in good agreement. Shabaka's [60] data was
established to be an appropriate test case in "The 1980-81
AFOSR-HTTM Stanford Conference on Complex Turbulent Flows".
However, an eddy at the corner was observed in this numerical
computation and was reported to be due to the secondary flow
of the second kind.
From the foregoing review, it is evident that very
little basic work is done which will lead to better
understanding of the flow in the blade endwall corner region
and to the better prediction of the flow in the blade endwall
corner region. Whatever work reported in this respect is only
of a developmental research nature. Theoretical and
experimental work reported was either over-simplified or too
complicated to abridge this gap.
One of the most obvious real life situation is the
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presence of streamwise curvature. This is present even in the
case of non lifting bodies (symmetrical aerofoil, elliptical
bodies, struts, etc.) due to the thickness distribution in the
flow direction. Streamwise curvature, thus introduced, will
give rise to stretching or compressing of the horseshoe vortex
depending on the type of curvature resulting in
intensification or attenuation of vorticity. The streamwise
curvature also leads to streamwise and transverse pressure
gradients. It has been observed that the effect of streamwise
curvature on turbulence quantities are at least one order of
magnitude higher than the rate of strain introduced by the
curvature itself All these factors will contribute to the
production of streamwise vorticity and thereby the secondary
flow in the corner region. These aspects of streamwise
curvatures should be studied for better prediction of the
amount of losses directly or indirectly associated with the
blade endwall region.
The corner region chosen for the present study was
formed by a conventional symmetric airfoil section with its
span normal to a flat plate. The flat plate had an initial
artificially roughened portion and free stream turbulence was
introduced in the flow. The airfoil had circular leading and
trailing edges and the thickness distribution in the chordwise
direction introduced streamwise curvature. None of the
previous studies (References [33], [51] and [60]) had
curvature on their blade surface moreover the leading edges of
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the blades were elliptic instead of circular as in the
subsonic airfoils in common use.
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Fig. 2.1 Boundary Layers Start at the Same Axial
Location
Fig. 2.2 Boundary Layer Developed on one Surface
is Intercepted by Another Body
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CHAPTER III
EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT, INSTRUMENTATION
AND METHOD OF MEASUREMENT
The objective of the experimental investigation was
to study the development of flow upstream and along the corner
formed by an airfoil and a flat plate. The study included the
measurements of static pressure, total pressure, turbulence
spectra, components of mean velocity and Reynolds stress
tensor at suitably located grid points. The details of the
experimental arrangements and methods of measurement are
described in the following sections.
3.1 Equipment and Instrumentation
3.1.1 Wind Tunnel
A low subsonic open circuit wind tunnel, designed
and constructed at the Turbomachinery Laboratory of The City
College of the City University of New York, was used for the
experiments. A centrifugal blower, fitted with variable inlet
guide vanes and driven by a 25 H.P. 1770 rpm A.C. motor,
generates the flow in the wind tunnel. Air velocity at 46 cm
x 46 cm test section can be varied from about 5 m/s to 35 m/s
by adjusting the inlet guide vane setting. Non uniformity of
mean velocity profile, in the test section over 36 cm x 36 cm
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core was within 0.5% at the maximum flow rate. The turbulence
intensity in the test section was found to vary from 0.6% at a
velocity of 6 m/s to 0.1% at a velocity of 20 m/s and higher.
An inlet filter was used to remove dust from air passing
through the tunnel.
3.1.2 Test Model
The flat plate, constructed from two 91 cm long 46
cm x 0.64 cm, 2024T4 bare aluminum plates had four 82.6 cm
long 1.3 cm x 0.64 cm aluminum ribs placed lengthwise between
the plates and screwed together to produce flat surfaces. The
holes were filled with epoxy and sanded down to form smooth
surfaces. The leading edge of the plate was made from a 1.9
cm diameter aluminum bar and the trailing edge was made from a
2.5 cm x 1.9 cm bar. There were six static pressure holes on
each side of the assembly, three holes in each row lengthwise
and two rows on each plate. Twelve polyethylene tubes
connected to the wall static holes pass through the space
between the plates and emerge from the side near the trailing
edge of the flat plate assembly (Fig. 3.1)
Based on a compromise of obtining a thick boundary
layer on the airfoil and its stall characteristics NACA 65-015
base profile was chosen for the airfoil. The chord length of
the airfoil was 25.4 cm. The leading edge and the trailing
edge diameters of the airfoil were 1.27 cm and 0.25 cm,
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respectively (Fig. 3.2). The airfoil was made in two sections
with 21.9 cm span each and a 0.95 cm hole in the spanwise
direction at the position of maximum thickness on the chord
line. A threaded rod passing through the holes in the flat
plates and airfoils, one on each side of the flat plate, held
the entire assembly together. The distance between the
leading edge of the flat plate and airfoil was 62 cm. Initial
7 cm from the leading edge of the flat plate was made rough by
glueing a strip of sand paper with 0.2 cm grit size and 15
grits/cm 2 to promote early transition to turbulent boundary
layer and gain in boundary layer thickness at the measurement
points (Fig. 3.3).
The test model assembly was bolted to the test
section with the help of two threaded rods. The test section
walls parallel to the flat plate were removed i0 cm ahead of
the airfoil leading edge to facilitate probe traverse.
3.1.3 Traverse Mechanism and Rotary Device
3.1.3.1 Traverse Mechanism: The traverse mechanism was
constructed with two compound slides held perpendicular to
each other with the help of an angle plate (Fig.3.4) . The
assembly was bolted to a table anchored to the floor. A
device to rotate the probe about its own axis was bolted to
the connecting bar at any required angle to the axis of the
bar. The connecting bar was clamped to the compound slide
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with its axis perpendicular to the axis of the test section.
The least count of the compound slides were 0.0254
mm. The total traverse distance parallel to the axis of the
test section was 33 cm. The traverse was 20 cm perpendicular
to the axis in the horizontal and vertical direction.
Traverse distances of the probe in all the three directions
could be extended by 5 cm by changing the clamping position of
the connecting bar on the vertical surface of the compound
slide. Subsequent extension in traverse distances were
possible by changing the position of the angle plate on the
horizontal compound slide.
3.1.3.2 Rotary Devices: Two rotary devices, used to locate
the inclined single sensor hot wire at different angular
positions, are shown in Figs. 3.5 and 3.6. The first device
was used for the preliminary exploratory work. The second
one, built on the basis of the experience with the first
rotary device, was used for the measurement in the corner
region.
The first rotary device (Rotary device i, Fig. 3.5)
The base, which was bolted to the connecting bar had a conical
hole in which it carried the rotating part in the shape of a
frustum of a cone with a hole through its axis and a chuck to
hold the guide tube. Three adjustable spring loaded steel
4O
balls were provided to apply sufficient pressure between the
base and the rotating part to hold them together snugly,
without impeding rotary motion. Two supporting rods, bolted
to the base, hold a guide block which had a hole aligned with
the axis of the guide tube holder chuck. The protractor
mounted on the rotating part and the vernier mounted on the
base allowed the change in angle to be measured to the least
count of 0.2 degrees. The probe, probe support and guide
assembly were held by the guide tube holder chuck and the axis
made 45" angle with the connecting bar axis.
The cylindrical, 127 cm long, body of the second
rotary device (Rotary device 2, Fig. 3.6) was machined from a
25.4 mm diameter aluminum bar stock. The 38 mm long guide
tube holder was also machined from the same bar stock. The
guide tube was held in the sliding fit reamed hole of the
holder with a nylon screw. The front end of the guide tube
emerged from the body through another sliding fit hole. The
holder retainers held the assembly together. The friction
between the holder and the body could be adjusted with the
screws in the retainer ends by forcing two steel balls against
the holder base. The circumference of the holder was marked
at eight places 45 degrees apart. The body had two indicator
marks 180 degrees apart for reference. The body could be
bolted to different angle pieces and connecting rod depending
on the inclination desired.
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3,1.4 Grids
A combination of two grids was used to create free
stream turbulence level of 1.5% at 107 cm downstream of the
grids (location of the leding edge of the airfoil) to increase
the boundary layer thickness on the flat plate and remove the
separation bubble on the airfoil which appears in the absence
of it. The grids selected for this purpose were 1 mesh 2 mm
diameter galvanized iron wire mesh followed by a 4 mesh 0.6 mm
diameter galvanized iron wire mesh (Fig. 3.7). The wires of
the grids were inclined 45" to each other. The non uniformity
in the test section mean velocity introduced by the grids was
less than 0.5% at a free stream velocity of 27 m/s.
3.1.5 Probes and Instrumentation
The probes used in these investigations were static
and total pressure probes for pressure survey, Kiel probe for
reference velocity and inclined single sensor hot wire probe
for the components of mean velocity, turbulence intensity and
Reynolds stress measurements. Some of the measured values, at
locations where the flow was not strongly three dimensional,
3.8).
The static pressure probe, made by United Sensor,
was of 1.59 mm diameter, 14d long head type. Total pressure
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probe was a square nosed, 0.6 diameter ratio and was made from
0.81 mm stainless tube in the Turbomachinery Laboratory. A
miniature sensing head Kiel probe of 1.59 mm diameter head was
used to measure the free stream total pressure for reference.
All the pressure probes were connected to pre calibrated
Validyne pressure transducer and carrier demodulator. The
output of the transducer and demodulator was displayed on a
DISA 55D31 digital integrating voltmeter through a DISA
channel selector. The block diagram of the arrangement of
pressure measurements is shown in Fig. AI.
The inclined single sensor hot wire probe had a 0.45
mm long sensor 45" to the probe axis. The prongs were 2.5 mm
and 2.18 mm long, mounted on a 0.9 mm diameter i0 mm long
front body. The rear body of the probe was 30 mm long and had
a diameter of 2 mm. The front and the rear body transition
was made over 5 mm length conical portion. The front and the
rear body were made by modifying DISA 55A54 and 55DII probes,
respectively. The conical portion was made in a fixture while
holding the probes with axes aligned and filled with epoxy.
This probe was directly mounted on a DISA 55H21 probe support.
The photograph and the sketch of the hot wire probe are shown
in Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9, respectively. The probe support was
connected to a DISA 55D01 constant temperature anemometer
(CTA) . Output of the CTA was linearized by a DISA 55D15
linearizer. Output of the linearizer was simultaneously fed
to the channel selector and a DISA 55D35 RMS unit. All
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outputs were displayed on the digital voltmeter. The block
diagram of the setup for turbulence measurements with hot wire
is shown in Fig. A3.
The output of the linearizer was also connected to a
Panoramic ultrasonic spectrum analyzer of range i0 Hz to 600
kHz to analyze the components of the signal. This spectrum
analyzer was a super-hetrodyne receiving device used for
visual analysis of the components of the input signals. The
output of the tuned receiver was displayed on a cathode ray
tube screen. A H.P. model 196 A oscilloscope camera was used
to record the output of the spectrum analyzer for future
analysis.
3.1.6 Calibration Equipment
All the probes were calibrated in the wind tunnel
test section with the model and the grids removed. Thermo
Systems Inc. Calibrator Model 1125 was also used to check
calibration of the hotwire probes from time to time when it
was not possible to remove the model from the test section.
This calibration unit was also used to calibrate the pressure
_a_ a ALL_VLLL_L_LLL_ W_I_ U. u_J_ *tL*L& uf water
pressure resolution. The procedures are described in the
Appendix A.
3.1.6.1 Directional Sensitivity Calibration Device: To
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determine the directional sensitivities of the inclined single
sensor hot wire probe an attachment was designed to be used in
the wind tunnel. The device consists of a probe support
holder, a swing arm with a clamp and a base as shown in Fig.
3.10. The swing arm was made from a 0.95 cm x 0.95 cm cross
section and 29.4 cm long brass bar. The bar was pivoted to
the base 1.2 cm from one end and the other end was shaped like
a knife edge. The knife edge contains a V-notch for locating
the angle. The clamp was at a distance 20.3 cm from the pivot
and moved in a 1 cm wide circular arc groove on the base. The
swing arm could be clamped at any angular position between
135 ° to 35" relative to the axis of the test section. The
probe support holder, also made from 0.95 cm x 0.95 cm cross
section and 22.9 cm long brass bar, was screwed to the swing
arm at a point 20.3 cm from the pivot axis and parallel to it.
The probe support could be clamped in the holder which was 22
cm above the base. At this position the probe axis is in the
horizontal plane. The axis of pivot of swing arm, probe
support holder and probe support were on a plane normal to the
base. When the plane of the prongs were parallel to the base
and thereby parallel to the flow direction, the movement of
the swing arm makes the sensor rotate in the plane of the
prongs. For calibration of the probe the swing arm support
was held in such a position that the pivot axis passed through
the midpoint of the sensor, the sensor then rotated around its
midpoint.
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3.2 Methods of Measurement
All the measurements were conducted at the
undisturbed free stream velocity of 27.3 m/s. The maximum
variation allowed for the undisturbed free stream velocity was
1.5%. The undisturbed free stream velocity was monitored with
the Kiel probe. The sensing head of the Kiel probe was
positioned 76 mm above the centre line of the flat plate and
50 mm upstream of the airfoil leading edge. The velocity was
calculated on the basis that the undisturbed free stream in
the open test section will have stream pressure equal to the
atmospheric pressure. The velocity calculated in this manner
was also used to normalize the measurements throughout the
investigation to eliminate the effect of test section velocity
variation on the measured quantities. At the nominal velocity
of 27.3 m/s, Reynolds number based on the length of the flat
plate upstream of the leading edge of the airfoil was 1 x 106
and Reynolds number based on the airfoil chord length was 4 x
105. In the absence of the airfoil, momentum thickness of the
velocity profile at the position of the leading edge was
evaluated and the Reynolds number based on this momentum
thickness was found to be of the order of 4.5 x 103 . Since
stream turbulence was introduced, it was felt necessary to
verify that the boundary layer has attained equilibrium ahead
of the corner. For this purpose the velocity profile on the
flat plate at the axial position of the airfoil leading edge,
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in the absence of the airfoil, was surveyed with a pitot tube
and two hot wire probes. The survey was carried out at a few
transverse locations. The results of the investigations are
presented in Chapter IV.
3.2.1 Flow Visualization
Two methods were used for visualization of the flow
on the solid surfaces, namely the flat plate and the airfoil
surfaces.
3.2.1.1 Surface Oil Film Flow Visualization: A suspension of
Lampblack or Titanium Dioxide pigments in #2 Diesel oil with
Oleic acid as dispersing agent was generally used in this
method. The ratio of the pigment to the oil was determined
while doing the experiment. Though the thinnest mixture is
considered best from the point of view of flow tracing, but to
actually get the flow pattern, somewhat thicker mixture is
necessary. This method was useful near the corner to observe
the direction of flow in small regions and the overall flow
pattern.
A moderately thin mixture of #2 Diesel and Lampblack
with a few drops of Oleic acid was in major part of this
method. A few times Lampblack was replaced by Titanium
Dioxide (TiO2) . A thin layer of the mixture was applied on
the flat plate, which was at horizontal position and the
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tunnel was started with a preset free stream velocity of 27.3
m/s. The tunnel was allowed to run till all the excess
mixture was blown away and a permanent pattern was obtained.
Once a well defined pattern was obtained on the surface it was
photographed to record all the salient features. The test
section was then rotated about its axis through a right angle
so that the span of the airfoil was horizontal. A thin layer
of mixture was applied on the surface of the airfoil, from the
flat plate up to about I00 mm of the span and the tunnel was
started with the same setting as the previous run. Tunnel was
stopped after permanent pattern was obtained and the airfoil
surface was photographed. The salient features of the
photographs obtained are discussed in Chapter IV.
3.2.1.2 Surface Streamline Flow Visualization: This method
was based on the technique developed by Langston and Boyle
[38]. In this technique a matrix of ink dots were made in the
region of interest and sprayed with Oil of Wintergreen
(Synthetic Methylsalicylate) . The air was then allowed to
flow over the surface. The ink dissolves in the oil and
leaves a fine impression of limiting stream lines. However,
the combination of the dye and solvent for the surface used
had to be determined for well defined photographs. After
conducting experiments with a few different types of dyes,
inks, paints, oils and thinners, it was found that good
impression on smooth aluminum surface can be obtained from a
combination of Polyurethane Oil Enamel Paint and Mineral
4_
Spirit (Paint Thinner). Paints of different colors seem to
possess varied adhesive characteristics towards the surface,
probably due to the type of dye used. Blue, red and black
paints were tested in the experiment conducted.
The inlet guide vanes of the blower in the wind
tunnel was adjusted to give undisturbed velocity of 27.3 m/s,
with the model in the test section. With the flat plate
horizontal, 10.2 mm upstream of the airfoil leading edge 1 mm
size dots of blue paint were applied at 3 mm intervals in a
row up to 60 mm on either side of the centerline. Paint
thinner was sprayed on the surface with an aerosol sprayer to
give a continuous film while the paint was wet. Within a few
seconds the paint started diffusing into the thinner. The
blower was turned on immediately. The excess thinner was
swept downstream leaving a thin coat of thinner and faint
streaks of paint. The tunnel was turned off after the thinner
evaporated leaving streaks of paint. All these streaks were
in the region outside the separation line formed by the
horseshoe vortex. To show the separation region clearly, dots
of red paint were applied in the region inside the separation
line. Two rows of blue paint dots were also applied, at 25.4
mm intervals between the rows, on the faint streaks already
obtained. Paint thinner was sprayed and the blower switched
on as before. This process was repeated till dark streaks
were obtained up to the trailing edge of the airfoil.
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When the paint was completely dry, the test section
was turned 90 ° about its axis to make the airfoil span
horizontal. Dots of red paint were applied near the leading
edge along the span of the airfoil. Paint thinner was sprayed
and the blower was switched on. The blower was switched off
after the paint thinner evaporated and rows of red paint dots,
at 25.4 mm chordwise intervals, were applied on the faint
streaks obtained. Thinner was sprayed and the process
repeated till dark streaks were obtained.
The model was removed from the test section and
photographs were taken from different angles. The model was
dismantled and all the streaks were traced on tracing papers
and photographs of the streaks on the flat plate and the
airfoil were separately taken. The discussion of results is
presented in Chapter IV.
3.2.2 Upstream Flow Conditions
The velocity profile and the turbulence intensity
variation at stations shown in Fig. 3.11 were measured to
determine the characteristics of the flow ahead of the leading
edge of the air_oil. The locations for these measurements
were chosen on the basis of the surface streamlines obtained
from the flow visualization studies.
The mean velocity profiles were calculated from the
5O
measurement of total and static pressures. The turbulence
intensity was measured by using the inclined single sensor hot
wire probe oriented as a normal hot wire and the values were
verified by normal hot wire probe. The normal probe was also
used for the turbulence spectra measurement ahead of the
airfoil. The results are discussed in Chapter IV. The method
employed for turbulence spectra measurement is described in
Section 3.2.2.3.
3.2.2.1 Static and Total Pressure Measurement: Static and
total pressure surveys were carried out in the Z-direction at
four stations along the stagnation streamline. Another set of
static and total pressure measurements were taken at four
locations along the surface streamline passing through a point
I01 mm ahead of the leading edge and II mm away from the
stagnation streamline. At each location, the axis of the
sensing head was set parallel to the flat plate and tangential
to the surface streamline at that station before the survey
was conducted. The output of the transducers connected to the
pitot tube and the static pressure probe gave (Po_- Pa ) and
(Ps - Pa ), respectively. These pressures were expressed as
fractions of undisturbed free stream dynamic pressure (Po_-
Pa ) measured by the Kiel probe (reference probe). The mean
velocity variation is presented in Chapter IV as a fraction of
the undisturbed free stream velocity as shown in the following
equation.
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U/U_ = [{ (Po-Pa)-(Ps-Pa) }/(Poo_-Pa) ]1/2 (3.1)
3.2.2.2 Hot Wire Survey: The mean velocity and the
turbulence intensity profiles were measured by the normal hot
wire and also by inclined single sensor hot wire. The
inclined single sensor hot wire probe was used as a normal hot
wire probe for this purpose by inserting it at a 45 ° to the
horizontal position and rotating the probe to make the wire
parallel to the flat plate and the plane of the prongs normal
to the surface streamline direction.
The following equations were used for both the hot
wires with appropriate constants E o and S determined from
calibration curves (see Appendix B).
U = S(E - E o) (3.2)
u' = Se' (3.3)
3.2.2.3 Turbulence Spectra: The output from the normal hot
wire was fed into the spectrum analyzer and observed during
the hot wire survey. Some of the spectra were photographed
for quantitative analysis. The spectrum analyzer gives the
power spectra in frequency domain (_) . To change it to the
wave number (K) domain, the abscissa and the ordinate scales
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need to be changed in the following manner:
and, 1
= CO/U= 2Z flu
= fo _ (co) dco/u'2
(3.4)
Therefore,
= ;o (co)d( K)Zu,2
= ;O _ _ (co) dK/U'2
= _O F(K) dK/u'2 (3.5)
usually given as
;o {_(co)/u}/{u'2/U2} dK = 1
The scale of the ordinate is chosen to make the area
under the trace from spectrum analyzer equal to u '2, since
(co) is a good approximation of F(co) for most purposes
(Bradshaw [3]), the scale for _ (co) multiplied by the local
mean velocity will give the scale for F(K) .
For the measurements upstream of the airfoil leading
edge, the frequency range was chosen from 0 to 25 kHz. The
attenuation had to be changed when the probe was moved in Z
direction because of the change in u' However, this was not
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inconvenient, since for each photograph of the trace on the
spectrum analyzer screen the scale was determined separately.
The results of these investigations are presented in Chapter
IV.
3.2.3 Pressure Measurement in the Corner Region
Static and total pressure measurements in the corner
region were carried out at six axial stations (Fig.3.12) . The
measuring planes were located at X = 25, 76, 127, 152, 203 and
251 mm, downstream of the leading edge of the airfoil, where X
was measured along the axis of the test section. At each
axial station the probes were traversed in a plane normal to
the axis of the test section.
At each axial station the angle plate was rotated
about the vertical axis and was bolted down on the horizontal
compound slide making the vertical side of the angle plate
parallel to the tangential plane of the airfoil at that
location. A connecting bar was clamped on the surface of the
vertical compound slide. A pressure probe clamp was screwed
to the connecting bar. The pressure probe, inserted in the
clamp at this position, made 45 ° angle with the horizontal
plane and the axis of the sensing head was tangential to the
airfoil surface. The readings of the vertical and the
horizontal scale for the position at which the probes make
contact with the flat plate surface and with the airfoil
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surface were determined by the method of electrical contact.
During the traverse the sensing holes of the pressure probes
moved in the traverse plane.
The total and the static pressure readings were
taken at the grid points shown in Fig. 3.12, while traversing
the probes in Y direction at constant Z. The readings were
normalized by the total pressure readings taken from the Kiel
probe (reference probe) at the same time. The pressure
readings taken at each station were plotted for constant Z and
variable Y at different values of Z and constant Y and
variable Z at different values of Y.
The yaw insensitivity for the type of pitot tube
used is about I0 degrees. The estimated secondary flow is not
strong enough to create more than I0 ° of deviation.
Therefore, the pressure reading taken from the pitot tube is
the total gage pressure. The magnitude of mean velocity at
any grid point can be calculated from:
]_'1 = {D2+ _2+ W2}1/2
= [2{(Po- Pa)-(Ps- Pa )}/p]1/2 (3.6)
The results of these investigations are presented
and analyzed in Chapter IV.
3.2.4 Three Dimensional Hot Wire Measurements in the
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Corner Region
The inclined single sensor hot wire probe was
located at the grid points shown in Fig.3.12, to determine the
mean velocity components and the Reynolds stress tensor at
these points. For a hot wire sensor, the equivalent cooling
velocity (U e) is correlated to the velocity components
tangential to the hot wire sensor (Ut) , perpendicular to the
sensor in the plane of the prongs (Up ) and normal to the
plane of the prongs (Un) as follows:
Ue2 = Up 2+ k2Ut2+ h2Un 2 (3.7)
where k and h are tangential and normal sensitivity
coefficients, respectively. The method for determination of k
and h are illustrated in Appendix B.
For output E e of the linearizer, the equivalent
cooling velocity is given by:
U e = S(E e- E o) (3.8)
E o can be made very small by proper adjustment of
the linearizer. By using Reynolds decomposition we get,
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Ue = S (Ee- Eo) (3.9)
ue' = See ' (3.10)
Since the equivalent cooling velocity is related
only to Ut, Up and Un the relationship between T, P and N
coordinates and another coordinate system fixed in the
coordinate system of the model has to be known. The
relationships are developed and shown in Appendix B.
The probe was inserted in the test section in such a
manner that the vertical plane passing through the axis of the
probe made 15" angle (_) with XZ-plane. On the vertical plane
passing through the axis of the probe, the axis of the probe
makes 30" angle (_) with the horizontal plane. The angular
position 8 of the sensor was measured from a plane passing
through the axis of the probe and normal to the vertical plane
passing through the axis of the probe. This coordinate system
passing through the probe axis and the two planes described
above are shown in Fig. 3.13, and given by subscript 2 namely
X2, Y2 and Z2 system of coordinates. At each grid points
eight measurements were taken at the intervals of 45".
Therefore, the angles at which the measurements were taken
are :
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8. = (i-l) 45 ° ; i = i, 2,---, 8 (3.11)l
and the equivalent cooling velocities at the corresponding
angular positions (Appendix B) are,
Uei 2 = AilU22+ Ai2V22+ Ai3W22
+ Ai4U2V2 + Ai5U2W2 + Ai6V2W 2 (3.12)
where,
Ail = (I + k 2)/2
Ai2 = { (i + k 2) Cos2@ i + 2h 2 Sin28i}/2
Ai3 = { (I + k 2) Sin2@ i + 2h 2 Cos2@i}/2
Ai4 = -(i - k 2) Cos@ i
Ai5 = -(i - k 2) Sin@ i
Ai6 = (I + k 2 - 2h 2) Sine i Cos@ i
Reynolds decomposition for the instantaneous
velocity components and equivalent cooling velocities are as
follows:
U 2 = U2 + u 2
V 2 = V2+ v 2
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W2 = W2+ w2
Uei = Uei + Uei ; i = I, 2,---, 8.
(3.13)
Substituting equation (3.13) in equation (3.12),
time averaging the resulting equations and neglecting the
second and higher order terms of the fluctuating quantities,
the following equations were obtained:
Uei 2+ 2UeiUei = AilU22+ Ai2_22+ Ai3W22+ Ai4U2V2 + Ai5U2W 2
+ Ai6V2W2 + 2AilU2U2+ 2Ai2V2v2 + 2Ai3W2w 2
+ Ai4(U2v2 + V2u2)+ Ai5(U2w2 + W2u 2)
+ Ai6(_2w2 + W2v 2) (3.14)
Uei 2 = AilU22+ Ai2V22+ Ai3W22
+ Ai4U2V2 + Ai5U2W2 + Ai6V2W 2 (3.15)
3.2.4.1 Determination of the Mean Velocity in the Reference
Frame of the Probe: The equations (3.15) at the
eight different angles of measurement can be written as,
Uel 2 = (i + k2)U22/2 + (I + k2)_22+ h2W22
- (i - k2)U2V2
Ue22 = (i + k2)U22/2 + (I + k2+ 2h2)_22/4
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+ (i + k2+ 2h2)W22/4 - (i + k2)U2V2/_2
- (I - k2)U2W2/_2 + (i + k 2- 2h2)V2W2/2
Ue32 = (i + k2)U22/2 + h2V22 + (I - k2)W22/2
- 1 - k2) U2W2
Ue42 = (i + k2)U22/2 + (I + k2+ 2h2)V22/4
+ 1 + k2+ 2h2)W22/4 + (i - k2)U2V2/_2
- 1 - k2)U2W2/_2 - (i + k 2- 2h2)V2W2/2
_e52 = (I + k2)U22/2 + (i + k2)V22/2 + h2W22
+ (I - k2)U2V2
Ue62 = (i + k2)U22/2 + (i + k2+ 2h2)_22/4
+ (i + k2+ 2h2)W22/4 + (i - k2)U2V2/{2
+ (I -k2)U2W2/{2 + (i + k 2- 2h2)V2W2/2
- 2 k 2Ue7 = (I + )_22/2 + h2V22+ (i +k2)W22/2
+ (I - k 2) U2W 2
Ue82 = (I +k2)-U22/2 + (i + k2+ 2h2)V22/4
+ (i + k2+ 2h2)W22/4 - (i - k2)U2V2/_2
+ (i - k2)U2W2/_2 - (i +k 2- 2h2)V2W2/2
(3.16)
The foregoing equations can be solved for U2, V2 and
W2 in a number of different ways. Four simplest solutions
6O
are,
_2
V2
W2
[{ (i +k2 2h2) (_e32_ - 2 2 -= - Ue7 ) (Uel - Ue52) }/
{2(i - k2)2(Ue22+ Ue62_ Ue42_ Ue82) }]1/2
= -(Uel 2- Ue52)/{2(i - k2)U2 }
= -(Ue32- Ue72)/{2(i - k2)U2 } (3.17)
U2
m
V 2
W2
= [{ (i +k 2- 2h 2) (Ue22+ Ue42- Ue62- Ue82)
(Uel 2- Ue32) }/{242 (i - k2)2(Ue22+ Ue62
_ Ue42_ Ue82) }]1/2
= (Uel 2- Ue52)/{2(1 - k2)U 2}
= -(Ue22+ Ue42- Ue62- Ue82)
/{242(i - k2)U2 } (3.18)
U 2
V 2
_2
= [-{ (i + k 2- 2h 2) (Ue42+ Ue62- Ue22- Ue82)
(Ue32- Ue72) }/{242(i - k 2)2(Ue22+ _e62
_ Ue42_ Ue82) }]1/2
= (Ue22+ Ue42- Ue62- Ue82)
/{242 (i - k2)U2 }
= -(Ue32- Ue72)/{2(I - k2)U2 } (3.19)
U 2 = [-{ (I - k 2- 2h 2) (Ue42+ Ue62- Ue22- Ue82)
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V2
_2
(Ue22+ Ue42- Ue62- _e82) }/{4 (I - k2)2
(_e22+ Ue62_ Ue42_ Ue82) }]1/2
= (Ue42+ Ue62- Ue22- Ue82) /{242
(I - k2)U2 }
= -(Ue22+ Ue42- Ue62- Ue82)/{242
(i - k2)U2 } (3.20)
The four sets of values thus obtained were found to
be most accurate and they were within 2% of each other.
Average of the four values at each grid point was taken as the
values of U2, V2 and W2" The results of the mean velocity
variations are presented and analyzed in Chapter IV.
3.2.4.2
get,
Reynolds Stress Tensor in the Reference Frame of the
Probe: Subtracting equation (3.15) from (3.14), we
2UeiUei = (2AilU2 + Ai4V2 + Ai5W2)u 2 + (2Ai2V2 + Ai6W 2
I_ 0"I %
Squaring equation (3.21) and taking time average,
the equation can be written as,
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4Uei 2 u' ei 2 BilU22+ Bi2v22+ Bi3w22
+ Bi4u2v2 + Bi5u2w2 + Bi6v2w2 (3.22)
where,
Bil = (2AilU2 + Ai4_2 + Ai5W2 )2
Bi2 = (2Ai2V2 + Ai6W2+ Ai4U2 )2
Bi3 = (2Ai3W2 + Ai5U2 + Ai6V2 )2
Bi4 = 2(2AilU2 + Ai4_2 + Ai5W2 )
(2Ai2V2 + Ai6W2 + Ai4U2 )
Bi5 = 2(2AilU2 + Ai4V2 + Ai5W2)
(2Ai3W2 + Ai5U2 + Ai6V2)
Bi6 = 2 (2Ai2_2 + Ai6W2 + Ai4U 2)
(2Ai3W2 + Ai5U2 + Ai6V 2)
Equation (3.22) gives eight equations corresponding
to eight angular positions of the probe at each grid point.
At each grid point 8C6(=28) sets of six simultaneous equations
were formed and solved by using Gauss-Jordan elimination
method. Average values of mean velocity components described
in 3.2.4.1 and values of coefficients Aij calculated in
3.2.4.1 were used in equation (3.22).
3.2.4.3 Transformation to the Frame of Reference of the
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Model: For the same setting of the probe axis the
value of the angle t_ was different for different axial
stations as shown in Fig. 3.13, however, the angle 5 was same
throughout. The velocity components in the model frame of
reference were obtained by using the equations; (see Appendix
B)
U 1 = (Cost_ Cos_)U2+ (-Sint()V 2
+(-Cos0_ Sin5)W 2
V 1 = (Sint( CosS)U2+ (Cos0_)V 2 (3.23)
W 1
+ (-Sint( Sin_)W 2
= (Sin_)U2+ (CosB)W 2
If the Reynolds stress tensor in the reference frame
of the probe is given by,
2Tij = _ p u22 u2v 2 u2w 2
u2v 2 v22 v2w 2
w2Zu2w 2 v2w 2
(3.24)
the Reynolds stress tensor in the frame of reference of the
model is given by,
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i V , 0 _ _ p13
u12 UlV I U--_l
UlV 1 v12 VlW 1
UlW 1 VlW 1 w12
(3.25)
and the transformation matrix is given by,
Cij
B
(CosO_ Cos5) (-Sin_) (-Cos_ Sin_)
(Sin_ CosB) (Cos_) (-SinO_ Sin_)
(SinS) ( 0 ) (CosS)
(3.26)
then the elements of the Reynolds stress tensor in the frame
of reference of the model can be calculated from,
• 3 Cik 2_kl CJ 1 (3.27)
During the measurements, care was taken to see that
the velocity components U 2 was always in the positive
direction, since that was the only assumption made in solving
the equations for mean velocity components.
Out of 28 sets of Reynolds stress tensor obtained,
all the sets containing positive values of any of the normal
stress terms (- p_12), (- PVl 2) or (- _i 2) were discarded,
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because such a case would not be feasible. If the sum of the
absolute values of the normal and Reynolds stresses divided by
p exceed 150 m2/s 2 in any set of calculation it was ignored
because it will amount to more than 20% turbulence intensity
for each component of turbulence and correlation coefficients
of 0.5 in the present experiment and there was no evidence
(from single sensor hot wire measurements) that such large
values appear in the corner. The average values of the
remaining sets were accepted as the measured Reynolds stress
tensor. The results of these investigations are presented and
analysed in Chapter V.
3.2.4.4 Turbulence Spectra in the Corner Region: The
turbulence spectra at all the six stations shown in Fig. 3.12
were taken at the grid points shown in Fig. 3.14. The inclined
hot wire probe was inserted into the wind tunnel with its axis
normal to the wind tunnel axis and 45" to the flat plate
surface. At each grid points the spectra was checked for two
orientations of the sensor, one position was parallel to the
Z direction and the other position was parallel to the
Y direction. For these measurements the sweep width was kept
at 30 kHz. The photographs of the traces were analyzed as
described in section 3.2.2.3. To analyze the spectrum for the
contribution of different size eddies, in this case, the data
were also plotted on a semi-log graph paper for _ (_)/Ul '2
against _. The area under the curve between any two values of
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will represent the fraction of energy contributed towards
that turbulence energy by the eddies in that range;
°;O _o_(_) d(logo_)/Ul'2 = @(_o) d_O/Ul '2 = 1 (3.28)
V,
The results are presented and discussed in Chapter
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Fig. 3.2 Airfoil for the Model
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION ON FLOW UPSTREAM OF THE CORNER
AND MEAN QUANTITIES IN THE CORNER
The results of the initial boundary layer survey,
the flow visualization, the upstream conditions, the static
pressure and the total pressure measurements in the corner and
the measurements of the mean velocity components in the corner
with the inclined single sensor hot wire are presented and
analyzed in this chapter.
4.1 ;nitial Condition
The flat plate had a blunt leading edge (semi -
circular with 19 mm diameter) and the initial 70 mm length of
the plate was roughened by glueing a strip of sand paper.
Apart from this, turbulence generating grids were used to
create free stream turbulence at the level of 1% to obtain
thick boundary layer and avoid flow separation on the surface
of the airfoil, which otherwise would have prevailed. It was
also important to make sure that the boundary layer has
attained equilibrium before entering the blade endwaii corner.
The results of the boundary layer survey at 620 mm
downstream of the flat plate leading edge (X=0, where the
leading edge of the airfoil starts), in the absence of the
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airfoil, are shown in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2. The velocity
profiles were measured at the free stream velocity of 27.3 m/s
and the maximum variation was kept within 1.5% from run to
run. The boundary layer thickness 5f was assumed to be the
value of Z above the flat plate, where U/U_= 0.995. The
average value of 5f was found to be 29 mm with maximum
variation of 2% for different probes at different transverse
positions (Y) . In Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 the values Z and U were
non - dimensonalized with 5f and U_, respectively, for each
case. For each kind of probe the variations of the velocity
profiles were found to be less than 1% of the average value of
the mean velocity. However, a maximum variation of 2% from
the average value was observed when profiles measured by pitot
tube and the hot wire probes were compared. In Fig. 4.2,
slightly higher turbulence intensity was observed near the
edge of the boundary layer, while at the point nearest to the
flat plate surface the turbulence intensity was found to be
about 2% less than the accepted value for turbulent boundary
layers on smooth flat plate at zero pressure gradient. The
higher value of turbulence intensity near the edge was due to
the free stream turbulence introducted by the grid placed
upstream of the flat plate.
For each of the velocity profiles, the displacement
thickness (5*) and the momentum thickness (8) were calculated
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and the value of the shape factor (H) found. The average
value of the shape factor was found to be 1.33 and the maximum
variation was within 2%. For each of the velocity profiles,
Reynolds numbr based on momentum thickness (Res) was
calculated and the friction velocity (U*) was found from
Prandtl - Schlichting law. The average value of Re8 was 4.64
x 103 with a maximum variation of less than 1% and the average
value of friction velocity was 1.09 m/s with a maximum
variation less than 2%. The parameters U/U* and ZU*/V for the
different velocity profiles were calculated using U* for each
velocity profile.
The plots of U/U* against ZU*/V for the measured
points are shown in Fig. 4.3. The velocity profile measured
with the pitot tube closely follow the log law U/U* = A
lOgl0 (ZU*/V) + B with widely accepted values of the
constants A = 5.75 and B = 5.5. However, the profiles
measured with the two hot wire probes did not show good
agreement with the above. From the self similarity, even in
the case of the profiles measured by the hot wire it is
evident that the equilibrium was achieved ' by the boundary
layer at the time of its entry into the blade endwall corner.
4.2 Flow Visualization
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A general view of the flow pattern on the surface of
the test model is shown in Fig. 4.4. The airfoil was then
removed from the flat plate and the flat plate was
photographed from the top and the airfoil was photographed
from the side. The photographic results are presented in
Figs. 4.5 and 4.6, respectively.
The pattern of the flow streamlines on the flat
plate surface (Fig. 4.5) reveals the formation of a saddle
point of separation on the flat plate, 9 mm upstream of the
airfoil leading edge. Two saddle points of separation,
mentioned by Hsing and Teng [29] were not observed in this
case due to the difference in the leading edge shape and flow
velocity as pointed out by Siverding [62]. Two separation
lines originate from this point and go around each side of the
airfoil. The perpendicular distance from the airfoil surface
to the separation line at first increases to a maximum, of
about 13 mm and then starts decreasing to a minimum of about
6.5 mm at an axial distance of 204 mm from the leading edge.
The perpendicular distance starts increasing again and becomes
9.5 mm at an axial distance of 250 mm downstream of the
leading edge. The results are summarized in Table 4.1.
Inside the horseshoe vortex and near the leading edge, the
surface streamlines on the flat plate indicate a reverse flow.
Up to about 76 mm downstream of the leading edge, the surface
streamlines inside the horseshoe vortex are either outward
(away from the corner) or parallel to the corner. In the
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forward portion and nearer to the corner they are outward.
Near the separation line in the later part of 76 mm, the
streamlines are parallel. Afterwards, the streamlines move
towards the corner. This trend of inward flow is more
pronounced for the surface streamlines nearer to the airfoil.
From about 150 mm downstream of the leading edge, the
streasmlines become parallel and gradually start to move away
from the corner in the outward direction.
The surface streamlines on the airfoil are less
spectacular. The streamline starting near the leading edge,
about 20 mm above the flat plate has a slight inclination,
about 1°, towards the flat plate. As it proceeds downstream,
the inclination reduces. At about i00 mm downstream of the
leading edge the surface streamline becomes parallel to the
flat plate. The streamline then gradually moves away from the
surface. At about 150 mm downstream of the leading edge it
makes about 2 ° angle with the flat plate surface and points
away from it. In the vicinity of the flat plate, all along
the corner the streamlines point in the direction away from
the flat plate. About 2 mm above the flat plate surface, the
angles made by the surface streamlines on the airfoil are
summarized in Table 4.1.
Surface streamline flow visualization on the airfoil
showed only discrete points in the vicinity of the corner.
However, surface oil film flow visualization gave a continuous
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pattern of streaks in this region. Photographs of these
patterns on the airfoil are shown in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8.
From these streaks it is evident that the streamlines will be
similar to those obtained in the surface streamline method
even in the close vicinity of the corner. The streaks clearly
show that the flow is always outward on the airfoil in the
vicinity of the corner.
On the flat plate in the vicinity of the corner,
ahead of the leading edge, between the leading edge and the
saddle point of separation, the flow reverses. Near the
leading edge the flow is outward then it turns inward towards
the corner and finally, from about 30 mm upstream of the
trailing edge the flow is slightly outwards. This flow
pattern is in agreement with the surface stream lines and
confirms that the surface streamline method did not miss any
of the important features of the-flow over the surface forming
the corner.
The pattern of streamlines on the flat plate and the
airfoil can be correlated to the components of mean velocity
variation and the total pressure and the static pressure
profiles in the corner region. Conclusions drawn regarding
the development of the vortices in the corner region, based on
the surface streamlines and the profiles mentioned above, are
discussed in the following sections.
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4.3 Upstream Flow Condition
Variation of the pressure (Ps- Pa ) as a fraction of
the undisturbed dynamic pressure (Po_- Pa ) is presented in
Fig. 4.9. Static pressure increases as the flow approaches
the blade along the stagnation streamline. Along a streamline
starting at 102 mm upstream of the leading edge and ii mm away
from the stagnation streamline the static pressure initially
increases but when the streamline bends away from the airfoil,
the static pressure drops. The behavior is similar to that
near an elliptical body. Normal to the flat plate, there is
no appreciable variation of static pressure, up to a distance
of approximately 25 mm upstream. On the stagnation plane near
the leading edge the static pressure increases with increasing
distance from the flat plate. The behavior is opposite for
the streamline away from the stagnation line. The pressure
reduces away from the flat plate. Outside the boundary layer
there is no appreciable pressure variation at any of the
measuring stations.
The variation of pressure near the leading edge in
the vicinity of the flat plate can be explained in terms of
horseshoe vortex blockage effect and its induced velocity.
The flow at X = -5 mm and Y = 26 mm is more complex and a
simple approach to explain the behavior of flow pattern at
this point based on two dimensional flow is not adequate.
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Fig. 4.10 shows the variation of mean velocity
profile normal to the flat plate at various stations along the
stagnation plane. Fig. 4.11 shows the variation of the mean
velocity profiles along the streamline starting at 102 mm
upstream of the leading edge and Ii mm away from stagnation
streamline. The flow decelerates along the stagnation
streamline. Along the streamline away from the stagnation
streamline the flow initially decelerates then starts to
accelerate. The behavior is similar to that of flow near a
blunt leading edge. There is no appreciable change in the
boundary layer thickness 5f in the 97 mm distance where
measurements were made.
The variations of turbulence intensity in the
streamline direction along the two streamlines are shown in
Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.13, respectively. Along the stagnation
streamline the turbulence intensity near the wall slowly
reduces and away from the wall and outside the boundary layer
the turbulence intensity reduces but at a much slower rate.
Along the streamline starting at 102 mm upstream of the
leading edge and Ii mm away from the stagnation streamline the
free stream turbulence intensity remains fairly constant.
Inside the boundary layer the turbulence intensity reduces as
the flow accelerates.
The turbulence spectra taken at 5 stations, 1.3 mm
above the flat plate were analyzed and they are presented in
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Fig. 4.14 in wave number domain (K) . A large portion of the
spectra follow K-5/3 slope, but at small wave numbers, K-2/3
is more appropriate relation for all the spectra analyzed. In
the range of wave number (K) from 1.5 x 103 i/m to about 5.5 x
103 l/m, the turbulence is in the inertial subrange where
K-5/3 relation is satisfied. Below this wave number range (_
< 1.5 x 103 l/m) the spectrum did not follow any universal
relation. But the flow at all the grid points investigated,
followed K-2/3 slope, indicating that they belong to the same
flow geometry.
4.4 Static and Total Pressure Variation in the Corner
The static and the total pressure variations at six
axial stations X/C = 0.i, 0.3, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8 and 0.985 are
presented in this section.
4.4.1 Static Pressure Variation
Static pressure variation at the six axial stations
are shown in Fig. 4.15 to Fig. 4.26. At each axial station
variation of static pressure parallel to the flat plate
(variable Y) at different heights above the flat plate
(constant Z) are plotted in Fig. 4.15 to Fig. 4.20. In Fig.
4.21 to Fig. 4.26, variation of static pressure in a direction
parallel to the airfoil surface (variable Z) at different
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distance from the airfoil (constant Y) are presented.
In the forward part of the airfoil, away from the
corner region the static pressure decreases towards the
airfoil surface. This variation is typical of an accelerating
flow over a curved surface (Fig. 4.15 to Fig. 4.17). The
transverse gradient of static pressure away from the airfoil
surface gradually increases upto the axial position where the
airfoil has maximum thickness. In the rear part of the
airfoil (Fig. 4.18 to Fig. 4.20) the trend reverses and the
pressure has a negative gradient away from the airfoil surface
at the axial station nearest to the trailing edge. At
stations downstream of the maximum thickness section, the flow
near the airfoil surface decelerates and pressure recovery
takes place, ultimately ending up with a positive pressure
coefficient, Cp=(Ps- Pa)/(Po_- Pa), and a negative transverse
gradient of pressure in the direction away from the airfoil
surface. In the corner region and in the forward part of the
airfoil the trend is opposed by the horseshoe vortex, this
slightly increases the static pressure near the corner. In
Fig. 4.16, away from the corner the pressure coefficient falls
below -0.30 but in the vicinity of the corner the minimum
value of pressure coefficient encountered is -0.28.
Away from the corner and normal to the flat plate
(Fig. 4.21 to Fig. 4.26) the static pressure does not change
significantly. However, near the corner in the forward part
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of the airfoil the static pressure profiles show a gradual
increase towards the flat plate, most probably due to the
action of the horseshoe vortex. In the downstream stations,
due to the weakening of the horseshoe vortex no significant
variation of static pressure in the corner region is observed.
For example, in Fig.4.20, the value of pressure coefficient
for the curve Y = 0.79 mm, is -0.i0 at Z = 50 mm but this
value increases to -0.05 at Z = 0.79 mm.
4.4.2 Total Pressure Variation
Fig. 4.27 to Fig. 4.32 show the total pressure
variation parallel to the flat plate (variable Y) at different
heights above the flat plate (constant Z) at the six axial
stations. In general, at a constant height above the flat
plate and near the flat plate, in the direction away from the
airfoil the total pressure sharply increases to a peak
(indicated by the arrow on Fig. 4.27) within a short distance
from the airfoil. The total pressure then gradually reduces
to attain a constant value away from the airfoil surface.
Near the leading edge of the airfoil (X = 25.4 mm) the
distance from the airfoil at which the profile attains the
constant value is of the order of the incoming boundary layer
thickness 5f (~30mm) . As the height from the flat plate
surface increases, the peak pressure as well as the constant
pressure values increase. However, the values of constant
total pressure increase at a faster rate than the peak total
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pressure values. For the traverse outside the flat plate
boundary layer the pressure distribution in this portion is
flat giving a total pressure profile similar to that of a
boundary layer over a curved surface. The positions of the
peaks first move away and then move towards the airfoil
surface as the heights above the flat plate increase.
The distances of the peaks from the airfoil surface
increase as the axial distance of the stations increase. At
X/C = 0.8, in the profile measured close to the flat plate
surface, a depression (indicated by the arrow mark on Fig.
4.31) appears on the positive gradient part of the profile.
This depression is more prominent at the next axial station.
At the axial distance X/C = 0.985, the depression on the total
pressure profile is evident even on the profile at Z = 1.04
mm. The values of the peaks and the constant total pressures
of the profiles and also the positions of the peaks at three
axial distances, namely X/C = 0.3, 0.8 and 0.985, are compiled
in Table 4.2. From the table it is apparent that the maximum
difference in the value of the peaks and constant pressures
(Pop-Poc)/(Po_- Pa ) are 0.355, 0.190 and 0.150 at the axial
positions X/C = 0.3, 0.8 and 0.985, respectively and they
occur on the profiles at Z = 0.41 mm, 2.95 mm and 4.22 mm,
respectively. The reduction in this value of pressure
difference with increasing X/C indicates diffusion of the
horseshoe vortex resulting from the combined effect of
turbulence and deceleration of the flow.
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Variations of total pressure parallel to the airfoil
surface (variable Z) at different distances from the airfoil
surface (constant Y) at the six axial stations in the corner
region are shown in Fig. 4.33 to Fig. 4.38. The most
prominent feature of these total pressure profiles are the
appearance of a peak (maximum, M) followed by a deep valley
(minimum, m) on the profiles near the airfoil surface. The
minimum point is followed by a profile resembling a boundary
layer profile. With increasing axial distance (X/C), the
steepness of pressure variation decreases for all the
profiles. The distances from the flat plate surface to the
maximum and minimum points also gradually decrease with
increasing axial distance (X/C) . Away from the airfoil
surface (with increasing Y), the differences between the
maximum and minimum values decrease and ultimately, away from
the corner region, the total pressure profiles approach that
of the boundary layer profiles over a flat plate. The
difference between the maximum and the minimum total
pressures, (PoM- Pom)/(Po_- Pa), on the profiles nearest to
the airfoil surface (Y = 0.41 mm) at the axial distances X/C =
0.3, 0.8 and 0.985 are 0.14, 0.02 and 0.01, respectively. The
variation of the distances of peak (Yp) and depression (Yd)
from the airfoil surfaces with the axial distance, for the
profiles nearest to the flat plate (Z = 0.41 mm), as well as
the variation of the distances of maximum (ZM) and the minimum
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(Zm) total pressure points from the flat plate surface with
the axial distance, for the profiles nearest to the airfoil
surface (Y = 0.41 mm) are shown in Fig. 4.39. For both the
cases the variation is steeper on the downstream side of the
maximum thickness section of the airfoil.
4.5 Mean Velocity Profiles
The variations of the streamwise component (UI) of
the mean velocity parallel to the flat plate (variable Y) at
different heights above the flat plate (constant Z) for the
five axial stations, X/C = 0.3, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8 and 0.985 are
shown in Fig. 4.40 to Fig. 4.44. The general shape of these
profiles closely follow the total pressure profiles at the
same locations. The streamwise component of mean velocity
plotted against Z at constant Y also showed resemblance with
the shape of the corresponding total pressure profiles. The
positions of the peaks in the streamwise velocity profiles are
in good agreement with those in the total pressure profiles at
corresponding heights above the flat plate at same axial
locations.
The variations of transverse component of mean
velocity (_i) at the five axial stations are shown in Fig.
4.45 to Fig. 4.49 and that of spanwise component of mean
velocity (WI) are shown in Fig 4.50 to Fig. 4.54. These
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graphs are also plotted for traverses parallel to the flat
plate surface (variable Y) at different heights (constant Z)
above the flat plate. For the traverse very close to the flat
plate, at X/C = 0.3 and Z = 1.04 mm, VI/U _ starts with a
value of -0.01, and increases to a value of 0.075 at Y = i0 mm
and then gradually reduces to zero (Fig. 4.45). On the other
hand, for the same traverse, WI/U _ starts with a value of
about 0.15, reduces to about -0.05 at Y = 5 mm, and then
asymptotically increases to about 0.i0 (Fig. 4.50) . This
general shape continues upto a height of Z = 6.76 mm for both
VI/U_ and WI/U _. At Z = 9.3 mm, _I/U_ remains almost a
constant at a negligibly small value (~0) but WI/U _ starts
with a value of about -0.05 and asymptotically increases to
0.01. Above this height (Z = 9.3 mm), Vl/U _ starts with a
small positive value (~0.01) and asymptotically reduces to a
small negative value (-0.04). At the same location, WI/U _
starts with a value of about 0.05 and asymptotically reduces
to a slightly smaller positive value. At downstream stations
(Figs. 4.44 and 4.48) near the flat plate, _I/U_ starts with
a small value (-0.01 to +0.02) then gradually increases to a
peak value (-0.075) and then asymptotically attains a slightly
smaller value. Away from the flat plate, the asymptotic
reduction is not observed, instead the value slightly
increases. At these stations (Figs. 4.53 and 4.54), the
profiles of WI/U _ near the flat plate are similar to those of
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VI/U _. Slightly away from the flat plate (Z = 4.22 mm to Z =
9.3 mm) the values decrease slightly and then asymptotically
increase to a slightly higher value. Above Z = 9.3 mm, the
profiles of WI/U _ again take the general shape of the
profiles of WI/U _ at the same heights as described before.
4.6 Bernoulli Surfaces
To obtain a physical picture of the flow field in
the blade endwall corner region it is helpful to observe the
evolution of the Bernoulli surfaces. These are the surfaces
on which the total pressure is constant. In the flow over
curved surfaces the Bernoulli surfaces provide a physical
understanding more accurate than the isovels. The Bernoulli
surfaces were developed from the corresponding total pressure
profiles shown in Fig. 4.27 to Fig. 4.38. The surfaces
obtained at three axial locations, namely X/C = 0.3, 0.8 and
0.985 are presented in Figs. 4.55, 4.56 and 4.57 respectively.
At X/C = 0.3, in the immediate vicinity of the
corner, the Bernoulli surface for (Po- Pa)/(Po_- Pa ) = 0.4
(Fig. 4.55) has an outward bulge which is the characteristic
shape for a laminar corner flow. Away from this region, in
the Y direction, the surfaces sharply move towards the flat
plate and then gradually move away from it. In the
Z direction, they first move away then gradually move towards
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the airfoil. At X/C = 0.8 and 0.985, the shape of the
Bernoulli surfacs, away from the immediate vicinity of the
corner, are similar to that of Fig. 4.55. However, in the
immediate vicinity of the corner, the characteristic bulge of
the laminar corner flow no longer exists. Instead there is a
hint of bending towards the corner which is a characteristic
of a turbulent corner flow. Away from the corner, the spacing
between the Bernoulli surfaces parallel to the airfoil rapidly
increases as the flow proceeds downstream. The rate of
increase of the spacing between the Bernoulli surfaces
parallel to the flat plate is much slower.
The distortion of the total pressure profiles and
the Bernoulli surfaces at X/C = 0.3 are believed to be caused
by the combined action of vortices shown in Fig. 4.58. The
largest of these vortices is the horseshoe vortex generated by
the distortion of the vortex sheet of the incoming boundary
layer. This distortion is due to the presence of the thick
airfoil leading edge. In the first octant (X, Y and Z all
positive) this streamwise component vorticity points towards
the downstream direction (positive X) . Away from the corner
region, the boundary layer formed on the airfoil gives rise to
a vortex sheet with the vector pointing towards negative
Z direction. However, in the corner region the vortex is
distorted to produce a streamwise component pointing in the
upstream direction (negative X) . This vortex is enclosed
between the walls forming the corner and the horseshoe vortex.
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The vortex in the corner (hereafter referred to as the corner
vortex) and the horseshoe vortex rotate in opposite
directions. On the flat plate, the limiting streamlines move
away from the corner due to the influence of the horseshoe
vortex and move towards the corner due to the influence of the
corner vortex. This is verified by the flow visualization
traces. The surface streamlines on the flat plate, between
the airfoil and the position of the peak of the total pressure
profile nearest to the flat plate, lean slightly towards the
corner. If the shape of the corner vortex is a slightly
distorted form of circular cylinder, the height (Zm) at which
the minimum occurs in the total pressure profile nearest to
the airfoil surface, and the distance (Yp) at which the peak
occurs on the total pressure profile nearest to the flat plate
should be roughly equal. This was the case near the leading
edge (Fig. 4.39). The corner vortex was also observed by
Gorsky et al. [21]; however, it could not have been the
secondary flow of the second kind, as reported by them, since
it was present even near the leading edge of the airfoil where
characteristic bulge of the laminar corner flow was observed.
As the flow proceeds downstream, the stress induced
secondary flow is generated. In a simple corner it would have
appeared as a pair of contra-rotating vortices. In the
present case the vortex with its vector pointing upstream
merges with the corner vortex. The system of vortices formed
in this manner is shown in Fig. 4.59. The appearance of the
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secondary vortex of the second kind does not alter the general
shape of the total pressure profiles in the Z direction. At
X/C = 0.8 and 0.985, total pressure profiles nearest to the
flat plate show a depression on the protion of the profile
where the gradient is positive thus indicating a pair of
vortices of the second kind. The secondary vortex does not
alter the total pressure profiles in the Z direction because
the vortex has the same direction as the corner vortex and
merges with it.
Magnified plots (Figs. 4.60 and 4.61) of the total
pressure profiles in the vicinity of the corner at Z = 0.41 mm
and at Y = 0.41 mm at six axial stations reveal further
information pertinent to the corner vortex and the stress
induced vortices. In both the figures, the profiles flatten
out up to the axial distance of X/C = 0.6. It is thought that
this trend is due to diffusion of the horseshoe vortex and the
corner vortex by the action of the Reynolds stresses and
pressure gradient. At X/C = 0.8 and 0.985 the trend is
reversed; the total pressure profiles become fuller. Near a
wall the total pressure may increase in the downstream only if
the high momentum fluid from other parts of the flow field is
_dvected towards the wa!] . In these figures, it is evident
that the profiles in both the directions are energized near
the wall. Therefore, it is proposed that a pair of
contra-rotating vortices advect high momentum fluid (from
regions away from the corner) along the corner bisector
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towards the corner. The profiles parallel to the flat plate (Z
= 0.41 mm) also show a depression appearing on the profiles.
The peak values in the profiles at Z = 0.41 mm monotonically
decrease along the axial direction. However, in the case of
profiles at Y = 0.41 mm, the maximum value decreases up to X/C
= 0.6. At the last two stations (X/C = 0.8 and 0.985)the
maximum value of total pressure near the airfoil surface
starts increasing. This indicates that the corner vortex
which created the maximum values in the total pressure
profiles are being strengthened by the new phenomena, namely
the appearance of the stress induced vortices.
The changes in the positions of the peaks in the
total pressure profiles along Y and minima in the total
pressure profiles along Z are a measure of the distortion of
the vortices. These are presented graphically in Fig. 4.39 as
a function for X. The variation in the rate of change of
these distances with respect to X, in the front and the rear
part of the airfoil can be explained from the fact that the
accelerating flow reduces the size of streamwise vortices and
the decelerating flow increases it. Therefore, the rate of
change of the position of maxima and minima with X is slower
in the front part of the corner, compared with the rear part
of the corner. Position of maxima (Z M) and minima (Zm) as
well as the position of the peak (Yp) are plotted against the
boundary layer thickness on the airfoil ($a) in Fig. 4.62.
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The boundary layer thickness is determined from the total
pressure profiles, 51.21 mm above the flat plate (outside the
corner region), and is assumed to be where (Po- Pa)/(Po_- Pa)
is 0.99 (equivalent to U/U_= 0.995 for flat plate). The
correlations are very good as seen from the low scatter about
the straight lines. Since the position of maxima, minima and
peaks relate to the size of the corner vortex, it is evident
that the corner vortex scales the boundary layer thickness on
the airfoil outside the corner region (Sa) .
A plot of the secondary veloctiy vectors obtained
from the measurements at the axial location X/C = 0.30 is
shown in Fig. 4.63. The secondary velocity vectors were able
to show the horseshoe vortex which is counterclockwise looking
downstream, but was unable to show the corner vortex and the
secondary vortex of the second kind. It is due to the fact
that enough measurements could not be taken very close to the
solid surfaces. Moreover, the secondary velocity due to the
vortex of the second kind is very small and difficult to
measure with any degree of accuracy. It is also noted that a
small error An th_ _m_n_n _ _ _1_ _ =_ _ ,..__ 1
show a large shift in the apparent location of the center of
the vortex; thus, no attempt was made to determine the
variation of the position of the center of vortex. The
existence of the horseshoe vortex and the corner vortex can be
seen from the variation of the spanwise velocity component
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(WI) and the variation of the transverse velocity component
(_i) . Although the shapes of the velocity profiles bear out
the existence of the vortices as stated, the direction of
these velocity components at some stations do not. The
anomaly is due to the accuracy involved in the estimation of
the angle of the probe. The uncertainty in measurement of the
angles was about 2" which introduces an uncertainty of the
order of 0.03 UI. But the value of V1 and W1 are one order of
magnitude smaller than UI" Thus, high fixed error warrants
that the shape of the profiles instead of the magnitude should
be given more importance. Since the stress induced secondary
flow is one order of magnitude smaller than the skew induced
secondary flow it is beyond the accuracy of the instruments to
detect any hint of the stress induced vortex from the
measurement of the secondary flow. The indication of the
presence of these vortices can be felt only from the
distortion of total pressure profiles and the distortion of
the streamwise mean velocity profiles.
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CHAPTER V
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION ON TURBULENCE QUANTITIES
The turbulence intensities and the Reynolds stresses
measured with the inclined single sensor hot wire probe at the
grid points shown in Fig. 3.12, and the results of the
spectral analyses at the grid points shown in Fig. 3.14, are
presented in this chapter. The turbulence intensities are
normalized with the undisturbed free stream velocity
calculated from the reference Kiel probe measurements at the
time the particular readings were taken. The Reynolds
stresses are normalized with the undisturbed free stream
dynamic pressure obtained from the same reference Kiel probe
measurements. These quantities are derived in the model frame
of reference and plotted along the coordinates of the test
section, where distances Y and Z are measured from the surface
of the airfoil and the surface of the flat plate,
respectively.
5.1 Turbulence Intensities
The variation of the streamwise turbulence intensity
(Ul') parallel to the airfoil (variable Y) at various heights
above the flat plate are presented in Figs.5.1 to 5.5. Away
from the corner the variation of the streamwise turbulence
intensity with Y is similar at all axial locations. These
167
curves are near the edge of the boundary layer of the flat
plate. At all the axial stations the peak value of the
streamwise turbulence intensity for each curve was found at
the point of measurement nearest to the airfoil surface (Y =
1.05 mm). From this point the intensity rapidly decreases to
a small value (of the order of free stream turbulence) within
a short distance from the airfoil (of the order of 5=), and
remains fairly constant at that value. Up to the axial
distance X/C = 0.5, the peak value observed near the surface
increases to about 10% and then remains fairly constant at
that value. This type of variation of streamwise turbulence
intensity is characteristic of boundary layer over a convex
surface.
Well inside the boundary layer of the flat plate,
but not too near the flat plate (Z > 0.3 5f) the profiles show
a trend different from the profiles near the edge of the flat
plate boundary layer. After rapid fall to a small value, the
streamwise turbulence intensity gradually increases with Y and
then levels off to a constant value. The constant value
attained by individual curve increases as the height above the
flat plate (Z) reduces. For the curves close to the flat plate
(Z < 0.3 5f), after rapid decrease of the streamwise
turbulence intensity to a small value, it gradually increases
to attain another maximum value and then slightly reduces to a
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constant value away from the corner. For the curves nearest
to the flat plate (Z = 1.05 mm), at various axial stations the
constant values range between 7% and 9% as it was expected
from the variation of u I' due to acceleration and deceleration
of flow.
The lowest measured value in the corner region was
found to occur around the point where the streamwise component
of the mean velocity and the total pressure profiles parallel
to the flat plate have the peak values. This phenomenon can
be explained from the fact that the streamwise turbulence
intensity reduces towards the outer edge of the boundary layer
and the total pressure increases. Since the horseshoe vortex
advect the fluid from the edge of the flat plate boundary
layer towards the flat plate near the corner, the peak in the
total pressure and the minimum value in the streamwise
turbulence intensity appear at the same point. At this point
the production of turbulence energy (q2) is also very small
because _UI/_Y 1 ~ 0.
The shape of the curves near the flat plate at the
last axial station (Fig. 5.5, X/C = 0.985) can be explained
from the fact that very near the corner the stress induced
vortex pair increases the mixing of the fluid. At this
station the size of the stress induced vortex is about 3 mm.
Thus, the curves up to a height of 3 mm are affected by the
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stress induced vortex. The effect of the stress induced
vortex at the section X/C = 0.80 is not observed because the
vortex is not large enough to bring about any noticeable
change in the streamwise turbulence intensity at the traverse
heights.
Figs. 5.6 to 5.10 show the variation of the
transverse turbulence intensity v I' parallel to the flat plate
(variable Y) at constant heights above the flat plate surface
(constant Z) at five axial stations. The curves on the
extreme right of the figures represent the variation of v I'
near the edge of the boundary layer of the flat plate. At all
the stations the peak values of v I' were found close to the
airfoil surface. The value of v I' rapidly decreases from this
peak value to the free stream value within a short distance
from the airfoil surface. Along the axial direction of the
wind tunnel, the peak values on these curves increase upto X/C
= 0.60, thereafter, the peak values reduce in a manner similar
to the streamwise turbulence intensity variation.
The variation of v I' with Y nearer to the flat plate
also show a trend similar to that of the streamwise turbulence
intensity variation. For v I' distribution not too near to the
flat plate, the peak values of v I' occurs near the airfoil
surface. From the peak value, the transverse turbulence
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intensity reduces rapidly to a small value and then gradually
increases and attains a constant value. Similar to the
distribution of the streamwise turbulence intensity Ul' , the
constant values attained by the transverse turbulence
intensity v I' also increase near the flat plate, because of
large values of _VI/_ZI near the flat plate.
Very close to the flat plate the variation of the
transverse turbulence intensity shows different trend at the
stations upstream compared with the stations downstream of the
maximum thickness section of the airfoil. In the forward part
of the airfoil (Figs. 5.6 and 5.7), the peak value of v I'
occurs very near the airfoil surface. Then, it rapidly drops
to a low value followed by a gradual increase to a maximum
value. After attaining the maximum value, the value of v I'
slightly reduces and levels off to a constant value. At the
downstream stations (Figs. 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10), the peak in the
values of the transverse turbulence intensity v I' occurs away
from the airfoil surface, followed by a gradual decrease in
the value of v I' and then leveling off to a constant value.
The variation of the spanwise turbulence intensity
w I' parallel to the flat plate (variable Y) at various heights
above the flat plate (constant Z) at five axial stations are
shown in Figs. 5.11 to 5.15. The curves at the extreme right
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of the figures, correspond to the edge of the boundary layer
of the flat plate. The maximum value of the spanwise
turbulence intensity appears very close to the airfoil
surface. Away from the airfoil surface the values rapidly
decrease to the free stream value. The variation of the peak
values of wI' with streamwise direction is similar to that of
uI' and Vl'; that is, the peak value initially increases up to
axial station X/C = 0.50 and then gradually reduces downstream
of this station.
In general, the rest of the curves of spanwise
turbulence intensity variation show a trend similar to that of
the transverse turbulence intensity variation. For curves not
too close to the flat, plate but well within the boundary
layer of the flat plate (2 mm < Z < I0 mm) the peak values of
wI' occur near the airfoil surface. In the case of the curves
nearer to the flat plate, the peaks in wI' appear slightly
away from the airfoil surface. The peak is followed by a
rapid decrease in the value of wI' to a lower value which
slightly increases to reach a maximum and then does not change
significantly in case of the curves slightly away from the
flat plate surface. For curves close tO the flat plate
surface (Z = 1.05 mm) the maximum value of Wl', in most cases
seem to occur at a distance from the airfoil surface.
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Near the edge of the boundary layer of the flat
plate (Z > 20 mm) the ratio of the maximum values of the
spanwise and the streamwise turbulence intensities Wl'M/Ul' M
at the forward part of the airfoil (X/C = 0.30) start with an
average value of 1.2. As the flow proceeds downstram it
gradually reduces and near the trailing edge it becomes nearly
0.6. The ratio of maximum values of the transverse and the
streamwise turbulence intensities Vl'M/Ul' M, on the other
hand, start with a value of 0.6 at the forward part of the
airfoil. As the flow proceeds downstream the ratio gradually
increases to about i.i at X/C = 0.60 and thereafter it starts
decreasing and becomes approximately 0.6 near the trailing
edge.
For the curves close to the flat plate (Z = 1.05 mm)
the variation of the ratios of the constant values of u I' and
v I' away from the corner is as follows: the ratio Vl'c/U I'r c
at X/C = 0.3 starts with a value of 0.6, which gradually
inceases to about 0.9 at X/C = 0.5, and then falls back to
approximately 0.5 at X/C = 0.985. The ratio Wl'c/Ul' c, starts
with about 0.7 at X/C = 0.3 and gradually reduces to 0.5 at
X/C = 0.985.
For the same curves (Z = 1.05 mm), at the points
where u I' becomes minimum, the ratios Vl'/U I' and Wl'/U I' vary
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in the following manner: the ratio Vl'/U I' at X/C = 0.3 is
0.75, which reduces to about 0.5 at X/C = 0.5 and at the
downstream stations gradually increases back to 0.75. The
value of Wl'/U I' at X/C = 0.3 is 0.65 and reduces to
approximately 0.5 at X/C = 0.5. The value of Wl'/U I' then
sharply increases to about 0.9 at X/C = 0.6 and drops to 0.5
as the flow proceeds downstream.
In the close vicinity of the corner, where the peak
values of u I' occur on the curves close to the flat plate (Z =
1.05 mm), the variation of the ratios Vl'/U I' and Wl'/U I' in
the flow direction are as follows: the ratio Vl'/U I' starts
with a value of approximately 0.4 near the leading edge, which
gradually increases to 0.76 at X/C = 0.6 and drops to 0.5 near
the trailing edge. The value of Wl'/U I' also varies in a
manner similar to the value of Vl'/U I' The ratio Wl'/U I'
starts with a value of 0.3 near the leading edge, increases to
approximately 0.7 at X/C = 0.6 and then gradually reduces to
about 0.5 near the trailing edge.
The variation in turbulence intensities close to the
corner reduces as the flow proceeds along the corner. For
example, the ratio of the peak intensity and the minimum
intensity for the curves close to the flat plate (Z = 1.05 mm)
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vary in the following way: the ratio Ul'M/Ul' m at X/C =0.3 is
1.54 and reduces to 1.12 at X/C =0.8, the value of Vl'M/Vl' m
reduces from 2.54 to 1.58 between the same two stations and
Wl'M/Wl' m changes from 3.35 to 2.00.
In the vicinity of the corner the turbulent kinetic
energy q2 was found to be of the order of 2% of the mean
kinetic energy of the undisturbed flow U_2/2. Along the
corner bisector, away from the corner, initially the value
drops rapidly and then gradually levels off. For example, at
X/C = 0.8, nearest to the corner (Y = 1.05 mm, Z = 1.05 mm) q2
was found to be 1.8% of U_2/2, along the corner bisector, 3
mm away from the corner it reduces to 0.8% and at a distance 6
mm from the corner the value becomes 0.6%. The change beyond
this point is less rapid and falls to 0.4% at 12 mm away from
the corner along the corner bisector.
5.2 Reynolds Stress Variation
The variation of the cross correlation of
fluctuating velocities (UlVl, UlW 1 and VlWl) at grid points
parallel to the flat plate are presented in Figs 5.16 to 5.30.
These quantities are normalized by the square of the
undisturbed free stream mean velocity (U_2) . This, in
effect, gives half the value of Reynolds stresses normalized
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by undisturbed free stream dynamic pressure in the negative
sense.
The distribution of UlVl/U_ 2 at the axial measuring
stations at grid points parallel to the flat plate (variable
Y) at different heights above the flat plate (constant Z) are
shown in Figs. 5.16 to 5.20. In the vicinity of the corner
these curves start with a negative value. The profiles have a
positive gradient in the Y direction up to the distance where
the value of UlVl/U_2 is maximum and positive. The quantity
UlVl/U_2 then gradually reduces and becomes nearly zero far
away from the airfoil surface. The trend of variation of
UlVl/U_ 2 can be explained with the help of the effect of the
horseshoe vortex on the mean velocity gradient. The fluid
transported by the horseshoe vortex from the outer part of the
boundary layer has large streamwise mean velocity but small
velocity fluctuations. This produces a large positive
gradient of streamwise component of mean velocity in the
Y direction up to a short distance away from the airfoil
surface. After reaching a peak, the velocity gradually
reduces producing a negative gradient in Y direction then
leveling off to give zero gradient of velocity in Y direction.
From the surface of the airfoil up to the distance where the
peak in the mean velocity profile occurs, the shear stress is
positive, thus UlVl/U_2 will have negative value. The
crossover from the negative value to the positive value occurs
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approximately at the same distance from the airfoil surface
where the peak in the mean streamwise velocity component
appears. Beyond the peak in the mean streamwise velocity the
value of UlVl/U_2 remains positive, attains a maximum value
and then starts reducing and becomes very small outside the
corner regions where the mean freestream velocity becomes
constant. In slender shear layers the transverse components
of the mean velocity are an order of magnitude smaller than
the streamwise component. Thus, the streamwise gradients of
the transverse components of mean velocity are also small and
do not contribute significantly to the shear stress. As the
flow proceeds along the corner, UlVl/U_2 takes a slightly
larger negative value and the maximum positive value reduces
towards the trailing edge. This trend of variation is
consistent with the mean velocity variation. In some of the
plots, the quantity UlVl/U_2 nearest to the airfoil corner
was found positive. It may be explained from the fact that
the measurements could not be taken very close to the surface
and there is some amount of error as shown in Appendix C.
These positive values could also be due to presence of energy
reversal regions due to asymmetry in bodies forming corner.
Variation of UlWl/U_ 2 parallel to the flat plate
(variable Y) at various heights above the flat plate (constant
Z) are shown in Figs. 5.21 to 5.25. In the forward part of
the airfoil, the variation of UlWl/U_2 is more rapid than at
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the last two axial stations. This behavior is consistent with
the behavior of the mean velocity components. The spanwise
gradient of the streamwise mean velocity becomes smaller as
the flow proceed downstream along the corner. The changes
that occur at different heights above the flat plate surface
are not strange as it appears at the first glance. It is to
be taken into consideration that the major contributor to the
shear stress on the X-Z plane are the terms associated with
the spanwise and transverse gradients of the streamwise mean
velocity component (_lWl _UI/_YI and w12 _UI/_ZI) .
Figs. 5.26 to 5.30 illustrate the variation of the
quantity VlWl/U_2, parallel to the flat plate surface
(variable Y) and at different heights above the flat plate
(constant Z) . The difference in the second order derivatives
of the term VlW 1 with respect to the transverse (Y) and
spanwise (Z) directions lead to the production of streamwise
vorticity component. The value of VlW 1 was found to be of the
same order of magnitude as the other two Reynolds stress
components. At all the stations in the corner region the
variation of UlWl/U_2 was observed to be quite significant
indicating that the contribution to the production of the
streamwise component of vorticity by this component of
Reynolds stress is significant.
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In the corner region the peak values of UlV 1 and
UlW1 appear close to the corner. The ratios of the maximum
magnitudes of these two stress terms (UlWlM/_iVlm) for the
corresponding curves vary between 0.5 and 2.0. Towards the
trailing edge, the maximum values UlVlM and UlWlM appear
roughly at the same location. However, near the leading edge,
such a trend was not always observed. No such similarities
were observed for the profiles of VlWl/U_2 with the profiles
of other two stress terms. The ratio of magnitudes
U_iM/_iVlM for the maximum values of the stresses for the
curves mentioned above, were also found to vary between 0.5
and 2.0.
The ratio (lU--_ll+lU--_ll+Iv_l)/ (Ul'2+ Vl'2+ Wl'2 )
at the axial station X/C = 0.8 showed a variation between 0.5
and 0.15. The variation of the quantity along the corner
bisector was found to be very gradual and stable compared to
those parallel to the airfoil and parallel to the flat
surfaces.
From the measurements presented in the present and
the previous chapter, calculations were carried out to examine
the magnitudes of the different terms in the streamwise
vorticity equation. At axial station X/C = 0.8, these
calculations reveal that the various terms in the equation
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differ by an order of magnitude. The quantities (_xSU/SX),
(82/8y2_ _2/_Z2 ) (__-Q) and (_2/_y_z) (_2_ _2) are of the same
order of magnitude in the vicinity of the corner at this
station. But the quantities (_z_U/_Z) and (_y_U/_Y) are one
order of magnitude larger at the same locations but possess
opposite sign. Therefore, the sum of these two quantities in
some regions gives values of the same order of magnitude as
the other three terms mentioned above. This was the case very
close to the corner at X/C = 0.8. The calculations carried
out with measured variations of mean and turbulence quantities
indicate that the variation of streamwise vorticity close to
the corner was also affected by the Reynolds stress terms in
the streamwise vorticity equation leading to the appearance of
streamwise vorticity due to turbulence and thus the secondary
flow of the second kind. Near the leading edge, on the other
hand, (_xSU/SX), (_ySU/SY) and (_zSU/_Z) are of same order of
magnitude and the rest of the terms are negligible leading
only to skew induced secondary flow.
5.3 Turbulence Spectra in the Corner
The results of spectral analyses at three axial
locations, namely at X/C =0.i, 0.5 and 0.985 are shown in
Figs. 5.31 to 5.40. The curves in the figures show the
results of the measurements taken nearest to the solid
surfaces. Figs. 5.31 to 5.35 are plotted in the wave number
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domain in the form F(K)/uI'2 against K Figs. 5.36 to 5.40
show plots of the same spectra, _o_ (_o)/u I'2 against _, on
semi-log papers. These plots show relative contribution of
each frequency range towards the turbulence kinetic energy.
Fig.5.31 shows the spectra at Y = 1.05 mm and Z =
1.05 mm at the three axial locations. From this figure it is
evident that the power spectra can be divided into three
distinct regions with different slopes. In the region K <
1.5 x 103 i/m all the three spectra have -1/3 slope, showing
that the eddies in this range of wave numbers scale alike. In
the range 1.5 x 103 i/m < K < 4 x 103 i/m all the three
spectra have -i slope. In the wave number range above this
value, K > 4 x 103 i/m all the three spectra follow a line
with slope -7/3.
The spectra at Y = 5.49 mm and Z = 1.05 mm at axial
locations X/C = 0.i, 0.5 and 0.985 are shown in Fig. 5.32. In
the wave number range K < 1 x 103 l/m, all the three spectra
have -1/2 slope. For the wave number range 1 x 103 i/m < K <
4 x 103 l/m, the spectra at X/C = 0.I and 0.5 have -I slope
and in the range K > 4 x 103 i/m the slopes are -4. However,
the spectrum at X/C = 0.985, has -I slope in a very narrow
range of wave number 1 x 103 i/m < K < 2 x 103 l/m, above the
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wave number K > 2 X 103 i/m the slope is -5/3.
Fig. 5.33 shows the spectra at Y = 15.65 mm and Z =
1.05 mm at the three axial stations. In this case also the
spectra can be divided into three distinct parts. The first
part of the spectra has -1/2 slope and for this part the wave
number K < 1.5 X 103 i/m. The next region is 1.5 x i0 3 i/m <
K < 5 X 103 l/m; in this range of wave numbers the slope of
the spectra is -5/3. In the highest wave number range K > 5 x
103 i/m the slope of the spectra is approximately -4.
At Y = 1.05 mm and Z =6.76 mm the spectra are more
diverse as seen in Fig. 5.34. In the wave number range K <
1.5 x 103 i/m the spectra at X/C = 0.I and 0.985 have -I slope
but the spectrum at X/C = 0.5 has -1/2 slope. In the wave
number range K > 2 X 103 l/m, the spectrum at X/C = 0.i
follows a slope of -2 but the spectra at X/C = 0.5 and 0.985
have a slope approximately -4/3.
Fig 5.35 indicates that the structure of turbulence
--, _ -- _ • v-., _L,*LL _._ _ .L',.,' , .LJ J.I.ULL .L.,D _.L. ILLA..J-(_L.L L,U
the structure of turbulence present ahead of the airfoil and
in the close vicinity of the surface of the flat plate.
However, in this case the size of the eddies are slightly
larger. At X/C = 0.i, the spectrum has a slope of -2/3 up to
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the wave number K = 103 l/m, for the wave number range K >
10 3 i/m the spectrum has a slope of -5/3. In the next
downstream station X/C = 0.5, up to the wave number K = 0.5 x
103 i/m the slope of the spectrum is -2/3. In the wave number
range 0.5 x 103 i/m < K < 1 X 103 i/m the slope is zero and
after the wave number exceeds a value of 2 x 103 i/m i.e., K >
2 X 103 l/m, the slope becomes -5/3. In the last station of
measurement X/C = 0.985, the slope of the spectrum is -2/3 in
the range K < 1.5 x 103 i/m. In the range of wave number 2 x
103 I/m < K < 5 x 103 i/m the slope is approximately -5/3 and
thereafter (K > 5 x 103 l/m) the slope becomes -4.
Fig.
different sizes to u 1
three axial stations.
5.36 shows the contributions of eddies of
,2 at Y = 1.05 mm and Z = 1.05 mm at the
The curves for X/C = 0.i and 0.5 do not
show any significant variation of contribution by eddies of
same frequency at these two stations. At X/C = 0.985, it is
evident that the energy associated with the eddies in the
frequency range _ < 3 x 104 rad./s, contains approximately 30%
more energy than the spectra in the two upstream stations.
And in effect, the same amount of energy is reduced from the
frequency range _ > 3 x 104 rad./s. It is also important to
note that this cross over point (_ _ 3 x 104 rad./s.)
approximately coincides with the value of wave number ( K =
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1.5 x 103 i/m) where the spectra in the wave number domain
change its slope from -1/3 to -i.
Fig. 5.37 shows the variation of contribution by
different frequency eddies at Y = 5.49 mm and Z = 1.05 mm at
the three stations. The behavior of these curves are similar
to those in Fig. 5.36. However, in this case the largest
contributors to energy are the eddies of frequency _ = 8 x
104 rad./s. (as shown by the peaks) instead of the eddies of
frequency _ = 5 x 104 rad./s, for the points nearest to the
corner (Fig. 5.36) . Also, the contribution by the same
frequency eddies are different (specially in the high
frequency range) at X/C = 0.i and 0.5.
The spectra at Y = 15.65 mm and Z = 1.05 mm have
slightly different contributions by the same frequency eddies
at the three measuring stations, as seen in Fig. 5.38. For
the station at X/C = 0.5 the contribution by the eddies in the
mid range of frequencies show lower contribution to energy,
compared to the other two spectra. Apart from this the
variation in contribution is not as diverse as in the other
figures.
The difference in contribution by the eddies of same
frequency is quite large from station to station Y = 1.05 mm
and Z = 6.76 mm as seen in Fig. 5.39. Out of the three
spectra analyzed, the spectrum at X/C = 0.5 has the maximum
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difference, whereas the spectra at X/C = 0.I and 0.985 are
closer to each other. The difference is caused by the
curvature of the airfoil which affects the turbulence
structure more severely than the secondary flow due to the
horseshoe vortex because these grid points are very close to
the airfoil surface. The contribution by the high frequency
(_ > 3 x 104 rad./s.) eddies at X/C = 0.5 is higher compared
to the contribution by the high frequency (_ > 3 x 104
rad./s.) eddies at X/C = 0.I and 0.985, as seen in Fig. 5.39.
The stretching of the eddies, due to the acceleration of the
flow is responsible for this shift in contribution of energy
by the eddies of different frequencies. This effect is
partially reduced by deceleration of the flow, thus reducing
the difference between the curves at X/C = 0.i and X/C =
0.985.
The effect of curvature is more severe at Y = 1.05
mm and Z = 18.19 mm (Fig. 5.40). The contribution by the
eddies of lower frequencies (_ < 2.5 x 104 rad./s.) reduces to
approximately half for the spectrum at X/C = 0.5 as compared
to the spectrum at X/C = 0.i. Slight recovery is observed in
the spectrum at X/C = 0.985, however the recovery is not as
much as was observed in Fig. 5.39; the effect can be
attributed to the severity of the secondary flow due to the
horseshoe vortex which is more severe nearer to the corner.
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Fig. 5.31 Evolution of Power Spectra Along the Corner
Y = 1.05 mm , Z = 1.05 mm
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Fig. 5.32 Evolution of Power Spectra Along the Corner
Y = 5.49 mm , Z = 1.05 mm
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Fig. 5.33 Evolution of Power Spectra Along the Corner
Y = 15.65 mm , Z = 1.05 mm
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Fig. 5.34 Evolution of Pov_r Spectra Along the Corner
Y = 1.05 mm , Z = 6.76 mm
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Fig. 5.35 Evolution of Power Spectra Along the Corner
Y = 1.05 mm , Z = 18.19 mm
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions were drawn from a careful
analysis of the experimental results presented in this thesis:
(i) A horseshoe shaped vortex forms around the
airfoil, in the corner region, when boundary layer of the flat
plate flows past the airfoil. Within a short distance (less
than 25 mm) downstream along the corner, in the region between
the solid surfaces and the horseshoe vortex, a corner vortex
(Fig. 4.58) is formed. The direction of vorticity of the
corner vortex is opposite to the direction of vorticity of the
horseshoe vortex.
(ii) The horseshoe vortex and the corner vortex are
diffused by the combined action of the velocity gradient in
the streamwise direction and the Reynolds stresses. The size
of the corner vortex increases at a slower rate upstream of
the maximum thickness section of the airfoil (accelerating
flow) compared to that downstream (decelerating flow) of the
section (Fig. 4.39). The rate of change of the size of the
corner vortex is strongly correlated to the rate of growth of
the boundary layer on the airfoil away from the corner (Fig.
4.62).
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(iii) A pair of contra-rotating vortices are generated
in the region between the solid surfaces and the corner vortex
downstream of the maximum thickness section. The appearance
of these vortices is due to inhomogeneity and anisotropy in
turbulence. The vortex next to the airfoil surface has the
same direction of rotation as the corner vortex and merges
with it. The other vortex, formed near the surface of the
flat plate, has the direction of rotation opposite to the
corner vortex. This is the only part of the stress induced
vortex pair indipendently present in the flow (Fig. 4.59).
The stress induced vortices advect fluid with high momentum
towards the corner (Fig. 4.60 and Fig. 4.61). The stress
induced vortex grows approximately at the same rate as the
corner vortex (Fig. 4.39). Near the trailing edge, the size
of the stress induced vortex is approximately half the size of
the corner vortex.
(iv) In blade end wall corner region the turbulence
quantities are strongly affected by the streamwise vortices.
Advection due to secondary flows predominates the distribution
of turbulent intensities. Advection by the horseshoe vortex
and the corner vortex creates low streamwise turbulence
intensity regions near the surface of the flat plate in the
corner region (Figs. 5.1, 5.2). In these regions of low
streamwise turbulence intensity, the transverse gradient of
streamwise velocity is very small (Figs. 4.28, 4.29).
Therefore, the production of turbulence is also negligible.
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In the close vicinity of the corner, near the trailing edge of
the airfoil, the growth of the stress induced vortex
eliminates this low turbulence intensity region from vicinity
of the flat plate surface (Fig. 5.5).
(v) The regions with low streamwise turbulence
intensity coincide with the zero turbulence shear stress
= _n _ cornea
region there is a region negative shear stress (Figs. 5.16 to
5.20). Beyond this region (in the direction away from the
airfoil) the shear stress -PUlV 1 - 0 Close to the flat
plate surface, the shear stress term -PUlW 1 changes more
gradually in the transverse direction (Figs. 5.21 to 5.25).
(vi) In the corner region, all the three turbulent
stress terms are of the same order of magnitude as the normal
stress terms. Close to the corner, near the trailing edge,
the turbulent production of streamwise vorticity is of the
same order as the net production of streamwise vorticity by
the mean shear.
(vii) Away from the corner and near the surface of the
airfoil the structure of turbulence is considerably modified
along the flow direction (Figs. 5.35 and 5.40). In the close
vicinity of the corner, the streamwise vorticity has the
228
opposing effect. At points nearest to the corner the spectra
at different axial locations are identical (Fig. 5.31) though
the level of energy associated at different frequencies vary
from station to station (Fig. 5.36).
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APPENDIX A
CALIBRATION AND DATA REDUCTION FOR TRANSDUCERS AND PITOT TUBES
A.1 Calibration of Pressure TransducQr
Two Validyne DPI5 pressure transducers with CPI5
carrier demodulators, used for pressure measurements, were
calibrated against a Miriam micro-manometer before and after
each series of experiments. The least count of the
micro-manometer was 0.001 inch (0.0254 mm) of water. A TSI
calibrator model 1125, connected to a high pressure nitrogen
cylinder through a pressure regulator, as shown in Fig. AI,
was used as the steady pressure source. No change in
calibration could be detected for the pressure transducers
after any of the experiments. Typical calibration curves for
the transducers are shown in Fig. A2.
A.2 Data Reduction
A.2.1 Atmospheric Pressure
The atmospheric pressure, measured with a Fortin
type barometer, is given by (mercury in brass tube
construction, calibrated at 62 F),
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Pa = WHg hto psi (AI)
where, WHg = 0.491154 g/32.174
hto = hti - C
lbf/in 3
hti = barometer reading in inch of mercury
C = - htI{9.08(t - 28.63)10-5}/{ 1 + 1.01
(t - 32)10 -4 }
t = room temperature in F
g = acceleration due to gravity, ft/s 2
A.2.2 Density of Air
The air stream temperature (T a in Rankine) was
measured with a thermometer fixed in the test section.
Density of air was calculated using ideal gas relation which
reduces to,
Pa = 43.245 Pa/Ta Kg/m 3 (A2)
A.2.3 Velocity Calculation from Pitot and Kiel Probe
Measurements
The velocity from the experimental measurements were
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calculated according to the following equation:
U = 22.315 (Ct/Pa) 1/2 (Vt) 1/2 m/s (A3)
where, Ct = transducer constant, inch of water/volt
V t = transducer output with total and static
pressure probes connected across it.
A.3 Calibration of Pitot Tubes
The pitot tubes, constructed at the Turbomachinery
Laboratory of The City College, were calibrated in the
calibrator and the arrangement described in section A.I and
shown in Fig. AI. The pressure measured by the pitot tubes
matched with the pressure at the calibrator plenum chamber,
confirming that the calibration constant for the pitot tubes
were unity. The pitot tubes were also checked for yaw
sensitivity. It was found that no difference in pressure
readings was registered by the transducers within the range of
yaw angles of ± I0".
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APPENDIX B
HOT WIRE CALIBRATION AND EQUATIONS
The block diagram of the experimental arrangement for
the hot wire measurements is shown in Fig.A3. The probe was
connected to a constant temperature anemometer (CTA); the
output of the CTA is linearized with the linearizer in the
circuit. The linearized signal was fed into a spectrum
analyzer, an integrating digital voltmeter (VM i) and a RMS
meter through a channel selector. The output of the RMS meter
was read from another integrating digital voltmeter (VM 2).
B.I Determination of Tangential {k) and Normal {h)
Sensitivity Coefficients and Wall Proximity
Effect of the Inclined Sinale Sensor Hot Wire
PEO_Q _.
The directional sensitivity calibration device,
described in Chapter III, was used to determine both the
coefficients k and h for the inclined single sensor hot wire
built in the Turbomachinery Laboratory of The City College.
The calibration device was fixed in the place of the removed
bottom wall of the wind tunnel test section. The inclined
single sensor hot wire was mounted on the probe support. The
probe support was clamped on the probe support holder with the
plane of the prongs horizontal and the pivot axis bisecting
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the hot wire sensor. The Kiel probe was inserted from the top
of the test section with its axis along the pivot axis of the
swing arm and the sensing head of the Kiel probe 1 cm above
the hot wire sensor. The IGV of the wind tunnel blower were
adjusted for the wind speed variation of 20 m/s to 30 m/s at
the test section. The Kiel probe pressure and the hot wire
output were recorded for different angular positions of the
swing arm starting with the sensor parallel to the wind tunnel
test section axis. Since the plane of the prongs was parallel
to the flow direction,
Un = 0 (BI)
Ue2 = Up 2+ k2Ut2 (B2)
If _ was the angle between the wind tunnel test
section axis and the sensor, then, Up = U Sin_ and U n = U
Cos_, therefore,
Ue 2 = U 2 (Sin2_ + k2Cos2_)
or, k = { (Ue/U)2 - Sin2_}i/2/Cos_ (B3)
A plot of (Ue/U) against _, for different sensors is shown in
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Fig. A4. The values of k were calculated from this figure and
were plotted against _ in Fig. A5. The tangential sensitivity
coefficient k varies considerably with the angle _. However,
it is not sensitive to the flow velocity (in the range
encountered) nor the diameters of the sensors investigated (4_
and 5_) . In the present investigation the angle _ was
expected to vary between 15" to 75", but an average value of k
of 0.22 was considered to be satisfactory.
To determine the normal sensitivity coefficient h,
the swing arm was moved to a position where _ was 90". At
this position, the output of the hot wire and the Kiel probe
were recorded for various IGV openings to change the test
section air speed between 6 m/s to 30 m/s. For this case,
U n = U t = 0
U e = Up = S Ep = U
therefore,
E = U/S (B4)
The swing arm was then moved to a position where the
probe axis became perpendicular to the test section axis. At
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this position the probe support was unclamped and rotated
about its axis to a position where the plane of the prongs
became vertical. The probe support was clamped at that
position. The output of the Kiel probe and the hot wire for
various IGV openings were recorded. For this case,
Up = Ut =0
Ue = h Un = S En = h U (B5)
Therefore, at any wind speed, the ratios of outputs
at these two positions give the normal sensitivity coefficient
h,
h = En/E p (B6)
The calibration curves for En and Ep for one set of
experiments are shown in Fig.A5. The value of h remains the
same for the same hot wire at various velocities if the
linearizer is adjusted properly to get a straight line passing
through the origin. But the value seems to vary from build to
build, even for the same diameter sensor. The value of h
changed due to the variation of the amount of solder deposited
on the tips of the prongs as well as the slight difference in
the distance between the prongs. Therefore, the normal
sensitivity coefficients were determined for each run before
and after each traverse.
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The effect of wall proximity was determined by
finding the no flow output of the hot wire at various
distances of the sensor from the surface of the model. No
noticeable change was observed when the sensor was more than
0.5 mm away from the surface. Since all the measurements with
the hot wires were taken more than 1 mm away from the
surfaces, there was no need for wall proximity correction.
B.2 Compensation for Foulinu of the Hot Wire
During the course of the investigation, it was
observed that the fouling of the hot wire sensor due to the
deposit of sub-micron particles could not be avoided. The
rate of loss of sensitivity due to fouling was observed to be
uniform if the fouling of the sensor was not too severe.
Washing in acetone only partially recovered the wire from loss
of sensitivity.
The inclined single sensor hot wire was calibrated
before and after each experiment. The change of sensitivity
during each traverse was estimated by measuring the output of
the hot wire at a fixed location and orientation before and
after the traverse. The hot wire was washed with acetone
after every traverse. The loss of sensitivity during each
traverse was equally distributed over each point of
measurement. The calculation of sensitivity estimation is
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explained below.
At any fixed point in the flow field, for small
variation in the Reynolds number, the direction of mean
velocity at each point in the flow remains fixed and remains a
fixed ratio with the reference velocity (kinematically similar
flow) .
The velocity at a point is given by,
= % + ? Uy+9 uz
and, U I: Uxl: Uy I: Uzl: U_I: : U 2: Ux2: Uy 2: Uz2: U_2 (B7)
where subscripts 1 and 2 signify two different reference
velocities within the range of permissible variation. If the
hot wire is placed at this position at a fixed orientation,
UI: Upl: Utl: Unl: U_I:: U2: Up2: Ut2: Un2:U_2 (B8)
and, E = Ue/S = (Up2+ k2Ut2+ h2Un 2) I/2/S (B9)
For constant sensitivity,
EI/Uel = E2/Ue2 (BI0)
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If the velocity is same but the sensitivities
different after a period of time,
are
E/U e = I/S and E'/U e = I/S' (BII)
If the velocity also changes during this time, then,
EI/Uel = I/S and E2'/Ue2 = I/S' (BI2)
However, since Uel and Ue2 are not known, it is not
possible to determine S and S' From equation (B8) :
Uel = c U_I and Ue2 = c U_2
therefore,
S/S' = (EI/E 2') (U_I/U_ 2) (BI3)
At every station coordinates Y = 50.8 mm (2 inch) and
Z = 50.8 mm (2 inch) were chosen as the fixed point and
angular orientation 83 = 90" was kept as fixed orientation. S
was the sensitivity of the hot wire from the calibration curve
at the beginning of the experiment. The sensitivity S 1 at the
beginning of any traverse, and the sensitivity S 2 at the end
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of the same traverse, were calculated from equation (BI3) .
The sensitivity during the traverse was assumed to vary
linearly with time.
B.3 Coordinate Transformation in Hot Wire Response
The angles involved in the relationship between the
test section coordinate axes XYZ and the sensor coordinate
axes TPN are related by the angles _, _, 8 and 4. _ is the
angle between the XZ plane and the vertical plane passing
through the axis of the probe; B is the angle between the line
of intersection between these two planes and the axis of the
probe and _ is the angle the sensor makes with the axis of
the probe. 8 is the angle between the plane of the prongs and
the plane passing through the axis of the probe and normal to
the vertical plane passing through the axis of the probe.
The equivalent cooling velocity is given by,
Ue 2 = Up2+ k2Ut2+ h2Un 2 (BI4)
The relationship between Up, U t, U n and U, V, W are
required to evaluate U, V, and W from the hot wire output.
The hot wire output and the cooling velocity are related by,
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Ue = S(Ee - Eo) (BI5)
The following transformations are needed to arrive at
the required relationship:
B.3.1 First Transformation
Rotate the XYZ coordinate system about Z axis through
an angle _, as shown in Fig. A7. Designate the new
coordinates as X'Y'Z' and the velocity components in the new
coordinate system are,
U !
V !
W'
= U COS_ + V Sin_
= -U Sin_ + V Cos_
= W
(BI6)
B.3.2 Second Transformation
Rotate the X'Y'Z' coordinate system about the axis Y'
through an angle 5 as shown in Fig. A7, to assume the position
X", Y" and Z". The velocity components in this case are,
U I! = U'Cos5 + W'SinB
= U Cos_ Cos_ + V Sin_ Cos_ + W Sin_
= V' = -U Sin_ + V Cos_
= W' Cos_ + U' Sin5
(BI7)
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= -U Cos_ Sin5 - V Sin_ Sin5 + W Cos5
B.3.3 Third Transformation
Rotate the coordinate system X"Y"Z" about the axis X"
through an angle 8 as shown in Fig. A7 to assume the position
X"', Y"' and Z"' Then,
11 ! : UI!
= U Cos_ Cos5 + V Sin_ Cos5 + W Sin5
V"' = V" Cos8 + W" Sin8
= U (-Sint( Cos8 - Cost_ Sin_ Sin@)
+ V (Cos0_ Cos8 - Sin0( Sin5 SinS)
+ W Cos_ Sin8 (BI8)
W"' = V" Sine + W" Cos8
= U (-Cos_ Sin5 Cos8 + Sin_ Sin@)
+ V (-Sin_ Sin5 Cos8 - Cos_ Sin8)
+ W Cos5 Cos8
B.3.4 Fourth Transformation
The coordinates X"'Y"'Z"' with respect to the sensor
coordinates TPN is shown in Fig. A7 and the relationship
between the velocity components in these two coordinate
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systems lead to,
Ut
Up
U n
= - U"' COS_ - V"' Sin_
= U (- CosO_ Cos_ Cos_ + Sin_ Cos8 Sin_
+ Cos_ Sin_ Sin8 Sin_)
+ V (- Sin_ Cos_ Cos_ + CosO_ Cos8 Sin_
+ SinO_ Sin_ Sin8 Sin_)
+ W (- SinB Cos_ - Cos_ Sin8 Sin_)
= U"' Sin_ + V"' Cos_
= U (Cos_ Cos_ Sin_ + Sin_ Cos8 Cos_
+ CosO_ Sin5 Sin8 Cos_)
+ V (Sin_ Cos_ Sin_ - CosO_ Cos8 Cos_
+ Sin_ Sin_ Sin8 Cos_)
+ W (Sin_ Sin_ - Cos_ Sin8 Cos_)
W I! |
= U (- Cos_ Sin_ Cos8 + Sin_ Sin@)
+ V (- Sin_ Sin5 Cos8 - CosO_ Sine)
+ W (Cos5 Cos8)
(BI9)
The relationship between the last step of
transformation and any intermediat,e step can be obtained from
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equation (BI9) by substituting the angular rotation of all the
previous steps equal to zero.
Thus, the relationship between the velocity
components in the sensor frame of reference (TPN) and the
probe frame of reference (X2Y2Z2) are given by [substitute t(
= 5 = 0 and _ = 45 ° in equation (BI9) ],
Ut
Up
U n
= (-I/42)U2+ (-CosS/42)V2+ (-SinS/42)W 2
= (I/42)U2+ (-Cos@/42)V2+ (-SinS/42)W 2
= (-SinS)V2+ (CosS)W 2
(B20)
The relationship between the velocity components in
the probe frame of reference (X2Y2Z2) and the model frame of
reference (XlYIZI) or the test section frame of reference
(XYZ) can be obtained by substituting the appropriate values
of t( and 5 in equation (BI7) . Rearranging the equations and
noting that ()" = ()2 :
U = (Cost( Cos5)U2+ (- Sint()V2
+ (- Cost( Sin_)W 2
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V = (Sin_ CosS)U2+ (Cos0_)V2 (B21)
W
+ (-Sin_ Sin5)W2
= (Sin_)U2+ (Cos_)W2
Equation (B21) also gives the direction cosines of
the velocity components in the probe frame of reference
(X2Y2Z2) and the model frame of reference (XlYIZl) or the test
section frame of reference (XYZ) when the proper values for
the angles _ and 5 are substituted in the transformation
matrix,
B.4
Cij Cos_ Cos5 -Sint( -CosO( Sin5
Sin_ Cos5 Cos_ -Sin_ Sin5
Sin5 0 Cos_
(B22)
Computer Program to Solve the Hot Wire Equations
A listing of the computer program used to solve the
hot wire equations, given in Chapter III, is presented in this
section. The correction for fouling and variation in
atmospheric pressure and temperature are incorporated in the
program.
During execution the main program invokes the
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following sub programs:
subroutine COEFA; to calculate coefficients Aij,
subroutine MEVEL; to calculate mean velocity components in
the frame of reference of the probe,
............. e_u_ncs Bij,subroutine COEFB; t_ o_]_iI_ _ _-:--"
subroutine MRCOTR; to convert the mean velocity components
from MEVEL to the frame of reference of
the model,
subroutine FLUCT ; to calculate Reynolds stress tensor in the
reference frame of the probe,
subroutine FRCOTR; to convert Reynolds stresses from FLUCT to
the frame of reference of the model,
subroutine SSLAE; Gauss-Jordan elimination subroutine,
function URE; to calculate reference velocity from Kiel
probe measurements.
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SJ[_B
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
."C,
C
C
100
C
110
C
C
C
555
XX, TI ME =_b0,PAGES=20O
THIS PRUGRAH IS _RITTEN TO CALCULATE THE PtEAN VEL-
OCITY CDMPOtdENTS AND REYNOLDS STRESS TENSOR FROM
HEA_UREMENTS TAKEN AT EIGHT ANGULAR POSITIONS WIIH
A 45 DEGV:"E INCL:NED SINGLE SLNSOq HOT WILL.
IMPLIC IT REALe8
DIMENSION
8
@
@
8
8
8
(A'H,O-Z)
EEM(8) ,EEF (8) ,UES(8 } ,UM (5) ,VM (5) DWM(5),
UEFS{B).R(b).D(b,6),C(B,SI,A(8.bIoB(8,6),
UEM(B),UEFIG),TIS,3I,TMIS,3),XNII@),TN(14),
ZN(I@) ,UN(I@) ,VN(Z@) oWN(l_) ,USN(Z_) ,VSN(
I<J),WSN (i_) ,UVN (14), UWN( 14 },VWN (I(*), TU¥(14)
,IUW {i_ },IVW!I_} ,UINTII@) ,RVUII4),RWUII_),
CUV(14).CUW(14) ,CVW(I@) ,TKE(I@)
DATA ALP.BETIZ3.0_O,SO°ODO/
DO 9.55 NN=1.12
READ (5,10) SC,EO,RK,H,X,Z
FORHAI (IX,_IF8 .(_,gX. ZFG. _ )
CALL CDEFA (RKiHtA)
READ (5.20) HTII,TRIDPOI.ERI,HTIZ.TRZ,PD2,ER2
FORMAl (1X,@F8._IIX,_F8._)
URI "URE (HTI I ,TRI ,POT)
URF'URE |MTIZ,TR2,P02)
UERI "URIIERI
U_RF'URF/ER2
DUER'( UERF-UERI )/IQ.ODO
DHT" {HTI2-HTI1 )/I(*.ODO
DO 9JO N=l,l_
UERN=UERI+NeDUER-C.5OO_DUER
HTIN=HTII+N_DMT-O.SDO_DHT
CSL-SC_UERN
READ 15,1OO} Y,PO,TR,IEEMII),I=I,8),(EEFII|,I=I,8I
FORMAT {1X,SF8.411X,BFB.@IIX,BF8.@)
UO=URE|HTIN.TR,PO)
UOS'UO'UO
DO 110 I=1,8
UEM(1)'CSL_(EEM{I)'EO)
UEF(I}'CSL_EEF[I)
CONTINUL
WRITE (b.555) X.Y.Z.UU
FORMAT (////IX.'CCO_DI_ATES',SX,SFIO.Z,5X.
B 'REF. VEL.',FIO.3/)
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C
C
C
C
C
556
C
C
C
C
BOO
C
900
C
950
CALL MLVEL (RK_HpU_EpUMA,VMAINMA)
CUVW=DABS(UMA)+DAgS(VMA)÷DABS(WMA)
IF (CUVW.EQ.O.ODO] GO TO 800
CALL COEFB (AIUEMDUMA,VMAtWMAIB)
CALL MRCOTR (ALPIEET,UIV,WiUMAIVMAtWMAoC|
WRITE (6,556) UtV,W
FORMAl (IX,'AVARAGE MEAN IN MODEL FRAME'/IXI3D15.5//
8 IXm'FLUCIUATING QUANTITIES IN MODEL FRAME I}
CALL FLUCT (BtCtUEFITtTM,UOS)
XN(N)=X
YN(N)-Y
ZN(N)=Z
UN(N)=U/UU
VN(N)=VIU_
WN(N)=WIUO
USN(N)=TM(I.1)
VSN(N)=TM(Z,2}
NSN(N)=TM(3,))
UVN(N)=IM(I,2)
UWN(N)=IM(I,3)
V_N(N)=TM(2,3)
TKE(N)=USN(N)eVSN(N)+WSN(N)
GO T3 90O
XN(N)=X
YN(N)=Y
ZN(N)=Z
UN(NI=O.OD3
VN(N)=O.ODO
WN(N)=O.ODO
USN(N)=O.ODO
VSN(N)=O.ODO
WSN(N)'O.ODO
UVN(N)=O,ODO
UWN(N)=O,ODO
VWN(N)=_.ODO
TKE(N)=O.ODO
GO TO 900
CONTINUE
WRITE (6,950) (XN(1),YN(1),ZN(1)iUN(1),VN(1)IWN(1)iUSN
8 (I),VSN(1)i WSN(1),UVN(1),UWN(I),VWN(1),I=I,I_)
FGRMAT ('1',lXp'X MF_',3X, 'Y MM',)X,'Z MM',bXo'U/UO',
3 bXI'V/UOI,_X.'M/U_',bX_ t UU/UOSIt_X= | VV/UOS I
@ iSX,' W','W/UDS',SX,' UVIUOS'ISX,' UW/UOS',SX,
' V_/UU$i//14(3(IX,Fb°2),gD12o_/))
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65O
C
66O
67O
C
700
C
750
C
955
C
i0
C
PAI =_,oUO,)OA TAN ( 1 oJ[,b}
D1) 7.}0 l=l,l(_
1F (_N ( I ).NE .O.OD(..AND.VN( I ).NEoO.ODO)
TUV(I}
TUN (I )
TVW(1)
GO TL1
TUVII)
TUN( II
TVW(1)
=999.99
=999.99
=999°99
6bu
=I80.ODO*DATAN(VN(1)/UN(I})IPA]
-I80.ODO*DAIANiWN(I)IUN(I))/PAI
=180.ODO*DATANiNN(1)/VNil))IPAI
GO TU 650
IF
B b .Do)
u INT {I )-DSQRT(USN (i) )
RVU( II =DSQRI {VSN (I)/USN( I |)
RWU( I)-DSQRI(WSN( I)/USN{ I) }
CUV (1)-OABSiUVN( I ilDSQRIiUSN( I )*VSN i| )))
(USNII).LE.Q.DQ.OR.VSN|I),LE.O.DO,DR.WSN|I),LE,
GO TO bTO
CUWIII-DABSlUWNII)/bSQRTIUSNil)*WSN(1)))
CVW(I)-DABSiVWNII)IDS_RTiVSN(II*WSN(1)))
GO TO 700
UINT(I)-9.9999
RVU(1)=9.9999
RWU(1)=9.9999
CUV(I)=_.9999
CUW(I)=9.9999
CVW(I)=9.9999
CCNTINUE
HRITE
8
8
FORMAT
d
8
8
8
(6,750) (XN(1),YN(I),LNiL),TUW(I),IUNiI)oIVWill
,UINIiIi,RVU{I)oRWUII),CUVIIIjCUWII),
CVWiI),TKEil},I=I,I_)
L//Ii3XB'X MMt,3X,wY MM°m3X,IZ MM_,SX,'TUYZ,bX
,'TUWZ,bX,vTVW',SXIOUINT=,SXIoV/U',6X,oW/U°,bX
,'CUVOt6XpOCUW',6X,zCVWZ,bXoITURB,K,E./K°E°°//
I_(3(IXIF6.Z),3(3X,F6.Z),bi3X,Fb._),_XtDZ_-5
/)'1')
CONTINUE
STOP
END
SUBROUTINE MEVEL
IMPL|CIT REAL=8
DIMENSION UES(8)
DO 13 I=i,8
UES(1)=UEM(I}*UE
CONTINUE
FZ=UESII)_UES(5)
F2=UES(Z)-UES(5)
F3=UES(3)+UES(7)
F_=UES(3)-UES(7}
FS=UES(2)+ULS(6)
F6=UES(2)-UES(6)
F7=UES(_)+UES(B)
(RK,H,UEM,UMA ,VMA,HMA)
(_'H,O-Z)
,CM(q.) ,VM(_) ,NM(4) ,UEM(8)
M{I]
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CC
ZO
C
Zl
C
22
23
C
Z_
25
C
26
27
C
30
F3=UESI4)-UES(C)
RKI=I.UDO+RK_RK
RK2=I.bDO-RK*RK
HSZ=KKI-_.3DOeH_H
K=O
FO1-F5-F7
IF (FDI.NE.G.ODO) GD I0 ZO
GO TC) 3Z
USQ=HS2/2.0DO/(RK2_RK2)$F2_F4/FDt
IF (USQ.LE,O.ODO) GO TO 21
K=K#I
UMil)-DSQRTiUSQ)
VM(I}=-FZ/Z,ODOJRK2/UM(1)
WM(1)--F4/2,0DO/RK2/UM(1)
GO T_ 22
UM(1)=O.ODO
VM(1)=u.OO3
WM(1)=O.ODO
USQ=HS2/2.0OO/DSQRT(2.0DO)/(RKZ_RK2}/FDI_(FbeFBI#FZ
IF (USQ.LE.G.ODO) GD TG Z3
K=K÷I
UMiZ|=DSQRT(USQ)
VM(2}=-F2/2.0DO/RK2/UM(2)
WMi2)=-(F6÷FB)I2._DOIDSQRT{2,DDO)/RK2/UM|2)
GO T3 2_
UM(2)=O.ODO
VMi2)=O,ODO
WM(2)=O,ODO
USQ=IIS_:IZ .ODOIFJSQI: T (Z .ODO )/ (RK 2_RK2}/FDI '_(FS-FQ |_'F4
IF (USQ.LE.G,ODO) GO TO 25
K=K+I
UM(3)=DSQRT|USQ}
VM(3)=-(Fb-FB)/2,CDO/DSQRT(2,0DO}/RK2/UM(3)
WM(3}=-F4/2,0DO/RK2/UM[3)
GO TO 26
UM(3)=C,OO0
VM(3)-O,ODO
WM(3)=O,DDO
USQ=HS21_.ODOI(RK3_RK2)IFDI_(Fb+FS}_|Fb-FS)
IF (USQ.LE.O.3DO) GO TO 27
K=K+L
UM(4)=DSQRT(USQ)
VMIQ)=-IFb-FB)/2,CDD/OSQRI|Z,ODO)/UM(Q)/RK2
WM(4)=-(Fb+FB)/2,_DO/USQRT(Z,OOO)/RK2/UM(4)
GO TO 30
UM(_)=O.ODO
VM(4)=O.ODO
WM(_)=O._DO
IF (K.EQ.O} GO TO 32
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31
C
32
C
3_
10
C
UI4A:(UM(1)+UM(2)+LM(_)4UtI(q))/K
VMA=(VN(1)+VM(2}_VM(3)4VM(4))/K
WMA=(WM(1)*WM(2}ekM{3)*WM{@))/K
WRIT£ (6,31} (UM|I),VMil),WM(1).I-II_),UMAtVMAIWMA
FORMAT |IXj'IN PRCBE FRAME'/_(IXo3OIS.5/)IXj
B 'AVARAGE MEAN'/1X,3D15,5)
GO TO 3k.
UMA'a. ODO
VMA-J.ODO
WMA=_.ODO
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE COEFA (RKpHiA)
IMPLICIT REAL*B tA-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION A(B,b}
PAI=@,ODO*DATkN(I,aDO)
DTH=45,ODO*PAI/18C,OOO
RI-I.ODO*RK*RK
RZ-I.0DO-RKtRK
H1-RI-2.0DO*H*H
DO 10 1=1,8
RIH'(I'I)'DTH
STH'DSlNIRTH)
CTH'_COS(RTH)
A(I,I)=KI/Z.ODO
A(I,Z)'(RI*CTH*CTH÷2.0DO_H*H*STH*SIH)/2.0DO
A(It))'(RI*STH*STH_2.ODQ*H*H*CTH*CTH)/2.0DO
A(Ip;):'RZ*CTH
A(I,5)'-RZ*STH
A(I,6):HI*STH*CTH
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE COEFB (A,UEM,UMA,VMAIWMAtB)
IMPLICIT REAL*B (A'H,O-Z)
DIMENSION A(8,b),E|8,b),UEM(B)
DO 1J I=I,8
BI={Z.ODO*A(I,I)*LMA÷A(I,_)*VMA+A(I,5)_WMA|/UEM(1)
B2"(Z.ODQ*A(I,2)*VMA÷A(I,_)*UMA÷A(I,6)*WMA)/UEM(1)
B3"(Z.ODO*A(I,3)*_MA÷A(I,5}*UMA+A(I,6)_VMA)/UEM(1)
B(I,I)=BI*BI/_.ODC
B(I,2)=B2*B2/_.OGO
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I0
C
lO
C
5O
55
C
56
6O
65
C
66
7O
8(I,3)=B3_B3/_.ODC
B(I,_)=BI*62/2oODG
B(i_6)=B2_B3/2.0D_
CONTINUE
R£TURN
END
SUBROUTINE FLUCT (B,C,UEFpT,TMIUOS}
IMPLICIT REAL*8 {A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSIDN UEFSIB),RIBI,DIB,6),B(B,6}jC|3,3},UEFIBIo
8 TI3,3),IM(3,3)
DO I_ J=I,8
UEFS(J)=UEF(J)*UEFIJ)
CONTLNUE
KK=O
II=O
UFSC=O.OOO
VFSC=O,ODO
WFSC=O,ODO
UVFC=O,ODU
UWFC-O.ODO
VWFC=O,OD_
DO 201 N-1,7
MM-8-N
IF (N.EQ.I) GO TD 56
K=N-I
DO 55 I=I,K
DO 5J J=l,b
D(I,J)=B(I,J)
CONTINUE
R(1)=UEFS{I}
CONTINUE
O0 2_I M=I,MM
IF (MoEQ.I] GO TO 66
MN=M÷N'2
00 65 I=N,MN
K'I+I
DO 60 J'l,b
DII,J)=BIK,J|
CONTINUE
R(1)-UEFS(K}
CONTINUE
NN=M÷N-I
IF (NN.GI.6) G_ IC 23
DO T5 I=NN,6
K'I÷2
DO 7J Jffil,6
O(lid)fbiKid)
CONTINkE
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75
C
23
C
C
99
C
111
C
201
C
RII}=UEFS(K}
CONTINUE
KK=KK÷Z
CALL SSLAL{KsDmbIIII.OD-IbIIERp36)
T(Ip_}=R(I}
T(ZsZI=R(Z}
T(3,3)=R(}}
T(Is2)=R(4}
T(Ip3)=R(5}
T(Z s3)=R(b}
T(Z,L}=T(I,Z}
T(3,}.}=T (1.3}
TI3.Z)=T |2.3)
CALL FRCOTR(CtToTH}
CUM=DABSiTM(Itl))+DABS(TM(2,2}}+DABS(TM|3,3}}÷
8 QABS(TMiI,2)}4DABS(TM(I,3}}+DABS(TM(2t3}}
IF (CUM.GT.ISOoODC} GO TO ZO1
IF (TMII.IIoLT.O.CDC.OR.IM(Z,Z].LI.OoODQ.OR.IM|313).
LToG._DO} GO TO 201
II=II+l
DO 99 I=1,3
DQ 99 J=l=3
TM(I,J}=TM(I.J)/UL5
CONTINUE
THI =DSQR T (TM (1,1} }¢1(a0. OD(_
TM2=DSORT (TM (Z .2 })*I00.0DO
TM3=QSQRI (TM {3,3 ))¢I00.0D0
TZI=TM21IMI
T31 =TM31TMI
SBN=(DABS(TM{I .2 }3÷BABS(IM(I_)) )+DABS(TM(2,3} } |I
8 (TM( l ,l )+TM (2.Z}+IM (),3) }
TKE'TM(I ,l }_TM (Z,Z)+TM (3.3}
WRITE (b,lll} II,KK,TMI,TM2,TM3,TM{I,Z},TM(I,3}'
8 TM (2.3) . TZI.T3]. ,SBN.TKE
FORMAT ( 1X.2 (I2.5J(}.3 (Fb.3.ZX}.3DIZ.3.ZX.
8 3 (FTo3,ZX) .DIZ .3 )
UFSC=UFSC+TM [I ,i}
VFSC=VFSC_TM (Z ,2 }
WFSC=WFSC+TM (3,3)
UVFC=UVFC+TM (I ,2 }
UWFC=UWFC+TM (I ,3 }
VWFC=VHFC+TM (2,3 }
CONTINU_
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CC
150
C
C
112
C
C
C
160
IF (£1.GI.}) GU
LJFSA=UFSC
VFSA=VF$C
WFSA=_FSL
UIFA=U)FC
UWFA=U_FC
VWFA-VWFC
GO TJ 160
UFSA-UFSCII I
VFSA=¥FSCII I
WFSA-WFSCIII
UVFA-UVFCIII
UWFA-UWFC/II
VWFA-VWFC/II
UFA-DSQRT tUFSA]
VFA-DSQRT (VFSA)
WFA-DS(_RT (NFSA)
WRITE
FORMAl
l_ 15u
(6,112) UFA)VFAtWFADUVFA,UWFA,VWFA
(IIK)'MEAN OF FLUCTe,I_)3(F6.SDZX))SOI5,5|
TMKI,I)'UFSA
TM(2,2|'VFSA
TM(3,3}=W_A
TM(I,2)'UVFA
TM(I,3)=UWFA
TML2,3)'VWFA
TM{2)I)'UVFA
TM(3,1)'UWFA
TM(3,2)-VWFA
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE MRCOTR (ALP,BET)U)V)WDUMA)VMAtWMA,C)
IMPLICIT REAL_B KA-H,D-Z)
DIMENSION Cl3,3)
PAI=_,ODO_DAT&N(I,DDO}
RAL-ALPePAI/£80,OCO
RBE-BET#PAIII80.OCO
SAL-DSIN(RAL]
CAL-DCDSiRAL}
SBE=DSIN{RB_)
CBE-DEOS(RBE)
C(I)_)-¢AL_CBE
C(1,2)--SAL
C(X,3)--CAL_SBE
C(2)I)-SAL_CBE
C(2)2)-CAL
C(3)L)=SBE
C(3,2)=O.ODG
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CC
20
C(3,3)=C_E
U=UMAW'C ( I, i)+VMAW,£{I ,2) +WMAW, C ( I ,3)
V =UMAW, C ( 2, i )+VM,_';'C(Z, 2 )÷WM A _wC(2,3 )
W=UHAW'C( 3, i )+VHA_C(3,2)+WMAW'C (3,3)
SUBR3UTINE FRCDTR {C,,TmTM)
IMPLICIT REAL_'8 (A'Ii,O-Z)
DIMENSION 6(3,3) ,_t3,3) iTMt3p) )
DO ZJ I=i,3
DO 2J J=1,3
TMiI,JI'TII,II*CII,I}*CiJ,I}+TII,2)*C{I,I}*CIJ,Z!
8 +TII,3)_C{Iml}_C(J,3}+T{2ml)_C{I,2}_CIJ,I}
B +TIZ,2)*C|I,2}¢C|J,2)+T(2m3)¢C(ImZ)*C|J.))
8 +T(3,1)*C(I,3)*C(Jml)+T(3,2)*C(I,)|*C(Jm2)
8 +l(3,)}*C(l,3)*C(J,))
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SSLAE (K,A ,M ,N,EP S, IER ,NDIMZ}
IMPLICIT REAL_8 {A-H,D-Z)
DIMENSION A(NDIM2 ),_ (M)
IFIH}23,23,I
i IER,,J
PIV-J,DO
MMzM_,M
NM =N _,M
DO 3, L=I,MM
TB=DABSCA(L} }
IFITB-PIV)3,3,Z
2 PIV-TB
I -L
3 CONT INUE
TOL,,EPS_PI V
LST=I
DO 17 K=ImM
IFIPIV)23,Z3,4
4 IFI IEk)7,5,7
5 IF(PIV-TOL)6,6,7
6 I ERmK-I
7 PIVI=I,DOIA(I)
J-( I-1 )IM
I -I - J*H-K
J=J+I-K
DO 8 L=K,NH,H
LL=L÷I
TB=PIVI_R(LL }
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R(LL)'R(L)
8 R(L)=IB
IF(K-M)9t18, 18
9 LEND=LSI÷M-K
IF(J)IZ,1Z,IO
TO iI=J$M
DO I, L=LST,LEND
TB=A(L)
LL=LeI i
A(L)=A(LL)
11 A(LL)=TB
12 DO 13 L=LSTtMMpM
LL=L÷I
TB=PIVI*A|LL )
A(LL)-A(L|
13 A(L)=TB
A(LST)=J
PIV-O,DO
LST-LST÷I
J=O
DO Ib II-LSTtLEND
PIVI--AI IT)
IST-II+M
J'J+l
DO 15 L=ISTtMM,H
LL=L-J
A (L)'A (L)+PIVI*A |LL)
TB=DAB$(A(L} )
IF(TB-PIV} 15,15. l_
14 PIV=TB
I =L
15 CONTINUE
DO Ib L=K,NMoM
LL=L4"J
16 R{LL)-R (LL)+PIVI_WK(L)
17 LST-LST+M
18 IF(M-I)23,22,I9
19 I ST =MM÷M
LST=H+I
DO 21 I=2 .M
II'L&T-I
IST-IST-LST
L=ISI'-H
L-k (L) +,5D,9
DO 21 J=II,NMtH
TB'R(J)
LL'J
DO Z3 K=IST,MMIM
LL=LL+I
20 TB=TB-A(K )*R (LL)
K=J÷L
R(J)-R(K)
21 R(K}-TB
22 RETURN
23 IER--I
RETURN
END
FUNCTION URE(HTI,TR,PU)
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IMPLICIT REAL*8 (_-H,O-Z)
PR=O,49115400*HTIe{I,ODO-(9.08DO*(TR-ZB.b3DO)*I,0D-5)/
8 (I,0DO÷I,01DO*{IR-32.0DO)*I.0D-_))
ROE=_3,245DG_PR/(459.&TD_+IR)
URE=Z2,_ISOG_DSORT(2._IDO*PD/ROE)
RETURN
END
SENTRY
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APPENDIX C
ERROR ANALYSIS
The uncertainties in the results arise from the
inaccuracy in the instruments used, inaccuracy in positioning
the probes with respect to the model and the approximations
made during the derivation of the hot wire equations.
C.I Inaccuracy of the Instruments
Transducer:
Linearity: 0.5%.
Zero shift: 1% of full scale each i000 psig.
Demodulator:
Shift in gain: 0.01% per degree F. The room
temperature change over a year was 20 F therefore, the maximum
possible change in gain was 0.2%.
Digital Integrating Voltmeter:
Maximum error: 0.5%
RMS Voltmeter:
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RMSoutput: 1%
Attenuator: 0.2%
Frequency response: i0 - 104 Hz, 1%; 0 - I0 Hz, 7%
Spectrum Analyzer:
Maximum error in frequency calibration: 5%
Maximum scatter of data: 5%
Hot Wire Probe, Anemometer and Linearizer:
For accuracy of measurement, the hot wires were
calibrated before and after each set of experiments. The
cumulative effect of all the instrumentation errors of the
equipments used; namely, hot wire probe, constant temperature
anemometer, linearizer and the voltmeters are reflected in the
value of sensitivity S. After correcting for drift and
fouling of the probe as described in Appendix B, the maximum
variation in sensitivity was found to be 1.5%.
C.2 Inaccuracy in Positioning the Probe
The inclined single sensor probe was carefully
constructed so that the probes used had the slant angle
within 45"± 1 °.
The maximum eccentricity of the probe rotation was
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kept below 0.05 mm during the experiments. However, the
effect due to this eccentricity could not be calculated. All
other angles associated with the measurements; namely, 8, _,
and 5 could be set with an accuracy of ± 2".
The effect of these errors in the final results were
estimated by computing the results by changing the variables
,I. tv _ -__ O ---
_, --, _L_ u ui_ by one to its maximum value while keeping
the other quantities at the nominal values. The difference
between the results with the nominal value and the results
with the new values gave the maximum errors introduced by the
errors in these variables.
The probe interference effect due to the hot wires
was negligible in these experiments. The effect due to the
total and static pressure probes were expected to be
significant only in a very small region (dimension of the
diameter of the probe) near the corner. The effect of probe
interference was negligible beyond this region.
C.3 Effect of Approximations
Linearization of the hot wire equations by
neglecting the second and higher order terms of the
fluctuating quantities may introduce considerable errors if
the turbulence levels are high. Muller [48] showed that this
procedure does not introduce significant error till the
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turbulence intensity exceed 20%. In the present series of
experiments, the maximum value of turbulence encountered was
less than 20%, thus, the effect was negligible.
The development of the equations warranted that the
sensitivity coefficients k and h be constants. However, the
angle _ vary in the range of 15" to 75 ° . In this range the
maximum value of k was 0.35. The maximum error introduced by
variable k was estimated by running the computer program with
k = 0.35 instead of the nominal value of 0.22. The difference
in the values of the quantities calculated with these two
values of k gave the maximum errors that may have been
introduced.
The normal sensitivity coefficient h was evaluated
separately for each wire and found to be constant over the
velocity range investigated. However, over long period of use
it changes slightly due to fouling and bending of the wire.
The maximum change in h encountered was 0.5%. The errors
introduced in the final results due to this variation were
calculated by using the new values in the computer program and
finding the difference between these results and the results
with the nominal values.
C.4 Uncertainties
The maximum cumulative effect of the errors listed
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above, on the final measured quantities are as follows:
Quantity Uncertainty
(AP/P)max = _+0.007
(AU_/U_)max = + 0.004
(AUl/Uoo) max = + 0.040
(A_I/U_)ma x = ± 0.030
(AWl/Uoo) max = + 0.030
(AUl'/Uoo) max = + 0.005
(AVl'IU_)max = + 0.050
(AWl'IUoo) max = + 0.010
(A_iVl/Uoo2)max = + 0.30x10 -3
(AUlWl/Uoo2)max = + 0.25xi0 -3
(AVlW!/Uoo2)max = + 0.20x10 -3
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